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L I F T E D
GREAT THEMES FROM JOHN 18-2
The 6 2nd Annual
Pepperdine University
Bible Lectures
Malibu, California
May 3-6, 2005
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Message from the President
We welcome you to the campus of Pepperdine University
for a special season of enlightenment, encouragement, and
revitalization. The Bible Lectures this year are filled with
promise. As always, we will host a wonderful slate of
speakers, teachers, and worship leaders who have prepared
for months to glorify God and edify you. But this year those
talented Christians are dealing with a theme — "Lifted Up" —
that is one of the most exciting and inspiring that we have ever
presented.
At the risk of suggesting thoughts on our theme that may
sound like a riddle, allow me to say, We are lifted up with
forgiveness because He was lifted up in sacrifice. We are lifted
up with hope because He was lifted up from apparent defeat.
We will be lifted up to ultimate glory because He was lifted up
to the Throne from whence He descended ... to lift us up!
A current popular song puts it this way: "When I am
down and, oh my soul, so weary; When troubles come and my
heart burdened be; Then, I am still and wait here in the silence,
Until you come and sit awhile with me."
Then comes the victorious chorus: "You raise me up, so I
can stand on mountains; You raise me up, to walk on stormy
seas; I am strong, when I am on your shoulders; You raise me
up ... to more than I can be."
"Lifted Up" is an unbelievably comprehensive term. It
speaks of shame, of suffering, of sacrifice, of the cross. But at
the same time it speaks of love, of rescue, of overwhelming
triumph. It is, in fact, the summary of our lives as Christians;
it is the story of redemption.
Pepperdine is proud to host this inspiring conference, in
the vivid hope that it will help lift up individuals and
congregations ... the church of our Lord Jesus Christ ... to
higher realms of faith and service. Has there ever been a time
when these messages were more needed? Not in my memory.
And so we say, "Come, let us assemble before the Lord,
our Maker. Let us hear His magnificent Word, and let us sing
praises to God, our Redeemer!" Whether you are "on top of the
world" or wondering if the "bottom has dropped out," we
believe your soul needs to be in Malibu in May — for the
62nd annual Pepperdine Bible Lectures.
We believe beyond doubt that you will be lifted up.
(HrUutv A, (J05&C
Andrew K. Benton
President
Rick Gibson, Jerry Rushford, Patty Atkisson, Kym Dildine and Bill Henega
"And now it is our great honor
to lift up the name of Jesus Christ on earth,
in testimony of the resurrected and reigning Lord,
We shall do that in seven theme lectures and more
than 240 classes - plus music and drama specials,
dinner, breakfast, and luncheon programs, and much
We welcome you to Pepperdine — to be lifted up — /(
four days in May 2005."
" But I, when I am lifted up
from the earth, will draw
all men to myself"
John 12:32
New International Version
Pepperdine University Affirms
THAT GOD IS
That God is revealed uniquely in Christ
That the educational process may not,
with impunity, be divorced from the
divine process
That the student, as a person of
infinite dignity, is the heart of the
educational enterprise
That the quality of student life
is a valid concern of the University
That truth, having nothing to fear
from investigation, should be pursued
relentlessly in every discipline
That spiritual commitment, tolerating
no excuse for mediocrity, demands the
highest standards of academic excellence
That freedom, whether spiritual, intellectual,
or economic, is indivisible
That knowledge calls, ultimately, for a
life of service
Message from the
Lectures Team
There are many lectures series that are older than ours, but
the annual Pepperdine University Bible Lectures have reached
the age that they can be described as "venerable." For 62 years,
Christians have been making a pilgrimage to Pepperdine to
study the Bible and to worship together. The past quarter
century, especially, has seemed but a beautiful moment in
time.
Still, the Pepperdine Bible Lectures somehow seem young
and vibrant, an upstart spiritual forum, if you will. And that
is probably because our yearly themes cause us to look afresh
at ancient truths — cause us to be, in a sense, reborn and
reinvigorated time and again.
This year we called upon our professor emeritus and
wonderful mentor, Dr. Tom Olbricht of South Berwick, Maine,
to be our expositor. We asked him to arm our speakers with
an overall plan that expounds the central message of the
marvelous last four chapters of the Gospel of John. This he has
done with both scholarship and deep love for the text.
The resulting theme, "Lifted Up," has proven to be among
the most powerful and inspiring studies that we have ever
presented. And so, the flame is passed to our exceptionally
capable theme lecturers: David Fleer, Randy Harris, Jeff
Walling, David Young, Ken Durham, Greg Anderson, and
Mike Cope. It is now theirs ... to pass on to each of us.
Our agenda this year is set for us in John 12:32. Our Lord
said, "But I, when I am lifted up from the earth, will draw all
men to myself." Earlier, in John 3:14-15, He had said, "Just
as Moses lifted up the snake in the desert, so the Son of Man
must be lifted up, that everyone who believes in him may have
eternal life." Cruel men lifted up Jesus on a cross, but God
lifted Him up as Savior. And ultimately, Jesus was lifted up to
His former place of power, authority, and majesty. From there
He will return to lift us up to true life, life everlasting.
And now it is our great honor to lift up the name of Jesus
Christ on earth, in testimony of the resurrected and reigning
Lord. We shall do that in seven theme lectures and more than
240 classes — plus music and drama specials, dinner, breakfast,
and luncheon programs, and much more. We welcome you to
Pepperdine — to be lifted up — for four days in May 2005. It
is an unsurpassed opportunity to learn, to worship, to celebrate,
to enjoy old friends, to experience the joy of the Lord.
Our speakers, teachers, performers, student-workers, and
the Pepperdine Lectures team have one goal: to lift your spirit
and help prepare you for whatever lies ahead in your life with
God!
The Lectures Team
Rick Gibson, J erry Rushford, Patty Atkisson, Kym Dildine and Bill Henegar
"And now it is our great honor
to lift up the name of Jesus Christ on earth,
in testimony of the resurrected and reigning Lord.
We shall do that in seven theme lectures and more
than 240 classes - plus music and drama specials,
dinner, breakfast, and luncheon programs, and much more.
We welcome you to Pepperdine — to be lifted up—for
four days in May 2005.."
2005 Theme Lecturers
"Lifted Up"
Great Themes from John 18-21
THEME LECTURERS
KEYNOTE LECTURER
David Fleer
Rochester Hills, Michigan
"Lifted Up" (John 12:32)
Tuesday, May 3, 7:00 p.m.
Opening Night Program
Tuesday, May 3, 7:00 p.m.
Firestone Fieldhouse
Randy Harris
Abilene, Texas
"The I Am and the I Am Not"
(John 18:1-27)
Wednesday, May 4,11:00 a.m.
Jeff Walling
Charlotte, North Carolina
"When Kingdoms Collide"
(John 18:28-19:16)
Wednesday May 4, 7:00 p.m.
David Young
Overland Park, Kansas
"The Community Created by
the Cross" (John 19:16-30)
Thursday May 5,11:00 a.m.
Ken Durham
Malibu, California
"Lifted Up From the Grave"
(John 20:1-18)
Thursday May 5, 7:00 p.m.
Greg Anderson
Huntsville, Alabama
"The Community Lifted Up by
the Holy Spirit" (John 20:19-29)
Friday May 6,11:00 a.m.
Mike Cope
Abilene, Texas
"The Gospel of DO OVER"
(John 21:15-19)
Friday, May 6, 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, May 3
THE 62ND ANNUAL
PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
BIBLE LECTURES SCHEDULE
4:15 p.m.
Speaker:
Place:
Tuesday, May 3
Dinner Programs
Associated Women for Pepperdine Dinner
Claudia Sangster, Malibu, California
Rockwell Dining Center
Opening Night Men's Dinner
Speaker: Dwight Robarts, Dallas, Texas
Place: Tennis Pavilion
Please purchase tickets ($10.50) in advance. See reservation form.
6:15 p.m. Songfest
Song Leaders: Ken Young & the Hallal Singers
Franklin, Tennessee
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
7:00 p.m. Main Lecture
Title: "Lifted Up"
(John 12:32)
Speaker: David Fleer, Rochester Hills, Michigan
Song Leader: Ken Young, Franklin, Tennessee
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Note: No class is repeated in this lecture program.
New material will be presented each day in every class.
9:00 p.m. Late Evening Programs
Title: "Blessed Be the Name of the Lord"
(The Spirit of Joyful Song)
Singers: Metropolitan Praise & Worship Team
Carson, California
Director: Darron Jones, Downey, California
Place: Smothers Theater
Title: "Lift Your Voice to God"
(A Musical Celebration)
Singers: Won by One, Malibu, California
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: "Come, Spirit, Come"
(Embraced by the Holy Spirit)
Teacher: Scotty Harris, Montgomery, Alabama
Singers: GracePointe Praise Team
Montgomery, Alabama
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: The Exodus Files
(How God Transforms His People
in an Alien World)
Teachers: Rick Brown, Tomball, Texas
Reg Cox, Lakewood, Colorado
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: Does God Have a Sense of Humor?
(Stories of Laughter and Tears)
Teacher: John W. Smith, Shallowater, Texas
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: "Now is the Time of God's Favor":
A Symposium on Church Planting
in America (Part 1: Nuts and Bolts)
Moderator: Stan Granberg, Portland, Oregon
Panelists: Dwayne Hilty, Salem, Oregon
Lanny Tucker, Portland, Oregon
Kevin Withem, San Diego, California
Kevin Woods, Vancouver, Washington
Place: AC 205
Title: The Contemporaries Meet the Classics
on Prayer
Teacher: Leonard Allen, Siloam Springs, Arkansas
Place: AC 245
The 125-foot Phillips Theme Tower, with its representation of the cross of
Christ, symbolizes the spiritual commitment of Pepperdine University.
Pie and Coffee will be served in the Rockwell Dining Center
and in the Howard A. White Center each evening from
8:30-11:30. Proceeds will benefit the Associated Women for
Pepperdine Scholarship Fund.
Announcements
LUNCHEONS IN HERITAGE HALL
DAILY 12-1:30
Wednesday, May 4
Howard Publishing Company
Host: Denny Boultinghouse
West Monroe, Louisiana
Speaker: Wade Hodges, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Thursday, May 5
21st Century Christian
Power for Today
Host: Prentice Meador
Dallas, Texas
Speaker: Charme Robarts, Dallas, Texas
Friday, May 6
Restoration Quarterly
Host: Tom Olbricht
South Berwick, Maine
Speaker: Allan McNicol, Austin, Texas
LUNCHEONS IN TENNIS PAVILION
DAILY 12-1:30
During Bible Lectures week, lunch will be available in the
Tennis Pavilion adjacent to the Firestone Fieldhouse. Instead
of a speaker, this location will feature a different choral group
singing Christian music each day during the lunch hour.
Wednesday, May 4
Won By One
Pepperdine University
Malibu, California
Thursday, May 5
True Lift
Pepperdine University
Malibu, California
Friday, May 6
Voces
El Paso, Texas
Welcome Pepperdine Alums and Prospective Students
CALLING ALL
PEPPERDINE ALUMNI
CALLING ALL
PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS
The annual reunion for Pepperdine alumni
is Tuesday night in the Hahn Fireside Room
from 9:00 to 10:30. There will be free pie and
coffee for all Pepperdine alums.
The annual meetings for prospective students
and their parents are Thursday night in the
Hahn Fireside Room at either 9:00 or 10:15.
Free pie and coffee will be available.
Wednesday, May 4
Wednesday, May 4
7:00-8:00 Breakfast Programs
World Bible School
Speakers: Ron Pottberg, Austin, Texas
Tex Williams, Austin, Texas
Place: Hahn Fireside Room
Pepperdine Religion Major Alumni
Speakers: Randy Chesnutt, Malibu, California
Lynn Mitchell, Houston, Texas
Place: Faculty Dining Room
Hispanic Ministries & Outreach
Speakers: Tomas Allen, La Verne, California
Carlos Gonzales, Temecula, California
Place: TCC107
7:30-8:15 Morning Praise
Host: New Wineskins Magazine
Singers: The ZOE Group, Nashville, Tennessee
Teacher: Mike Cope, Abilene, Texas
Place: Smothers Theatre
Theme: "Holy, Holy, Holy"
(Lifting Up Songs & Prayers to God)
Host: Dave Lemley, Malibu, California
Place: Stauffer Chapel
8:30 a.m. Classes
Title: Dangerous Prayers: The Call of Nehemiah
Teacher: Joe Beam, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: Vital Signs: Taking the Pulse of a
Healthy Church
Teachers: Rick Atchley, Fort Worth, Texas
Dave Stone, Louisville, Kentucky
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: The Body Broken: Why Some of Our
Children are Leaving Churches of Christ
and Why We Should Care
Teacher: Jack Reese, Abilene, Texas
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: Living God's Love: An Invitation to
Christian Spirituality (Part 1: With God
in Body & Spirit - An Exercise in Prayer)
Teachers: Gary Holloway, Nashville, Tennessee
Earl Lavender, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: Talk to Me and Trust Me — Regardless
(Developing Your Prayer Life and
Accepting God's Sovereignty)
Teacher: Randy Gore, Columbia, South Carolina
Place: AMB105
Title: Science and God: Believing When the
World Doubts
Teacher: Jim Baird, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Place: AMB 220
Title: Imagine What God Can Do
(Using Imagination in the Spiritual
Formation of Children)
Teachers: Rene Heard, Oak Park, California
Jennifer Nichols, Newbury Park, California
Place: AC 205
Title: Toward a Healthier View of Being Saved
by Faith (Understanding Faith, Baptism
and Covenant)
Teacher: Barry Newton, San Jose, California
Place: AC 210
Title: Biracial Adoptions: A Mother's Story —
(God) The Father's Plan (Issues of Race,
Rebellion and Reunion in our Family)
Teacher: Cindy Puckett, Melbourne, Florida
Place: AC 244
Title: Ancient Resources for Contemporary
Worship (Encountering God in the Psalms)
Teacher: Rick Marrs, Thousand Oaks, California
Place: AC 245
Title: Shocking Moments of Joy
(When Temporary Trials are Transformed
into Eternal Treasures)
Teacher: Martha Thomas, Grand Junction, Colorado
Place: KSC110
Title: A Living God or a Dead Man's Religion:
The Tell Tale Finger
(Bringing the Love of Jesus to Buddhists)
Teacher: Stephen Hasbrouck
Vancouver, BC, Canada
Place: KSC 130
Title: Overcoming Overcommitment: When is
Enough Enough? (Resting Without Guilt)
Teacher: Emily Lemley, Westlake Village, California
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: Extreme Church Makeover
(Becoming a Church that is of Christ)
Teacher: Brian Mashburn, Amarillo, Texas
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: Decent and Disorderly — Adding 73
Members in 10 Days (The Human Side of
Church Growth)
Teacher: Jerry Wigant, Neosho, Missouri
Place: CAC 204
8:30 a.m. Classes continued on page 6
Wednesday, May 4
Title: Girls Behaving Badly: Exposing a Culture
of Male Contempt
Teacher: Sharon Henderson
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Place: CAC 214
Title: The Shepherd's Side of the Fence
(A Look at Leadership from the Perspective
of a Church Leader)
Teacher: Dwight Perry, Fairfield, California
Place: CAC 301
Title: Desire-Fulfillment in Him
(A New Understanding of Genesis 3:16)
Teachers: Eleni & Danae Melirrytou, Athens, Greece
Place: CAC 302
9:45 a.m. Classes
Title: Passing the Baton: Can We Hand the
Ancient Faith to the Next Generation?
Teachers: Jeff Walling, Charlotte, North Carolina
Taylor Walling, Charlotte, North Carolina
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: The Power of the Word of God
(Part 1: My Life with Churches of Christ)
Teacher: Ken Starr, Malibu, California
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: C4: Explosive Community
(Part 1: God is a Community?)
Teacher: Chris Seidman, Farmers Branch, Texas
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: Listening to the Prophetic Voice of Jesus
Teachers: Rhonda Lowry, Westlake Village, California
John O. York, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: From Stressed to Blessed: Worry-free
Living for the Hurried & Hectic Lifestyle
Teacher: Jon Reed, El Segundo, California
Place: AMB105
Title: The Nature of Human Society and the
Distribution of Power, Status, and Wealth
(The Old Testament and Human Rights)
Teacher: Mark Hamilton, Abilene, Texas
Place: AMB 220
Title: Baptism and "The Age of Accountability"
(Sharing the Spiritual Journey With
Our Children)
Teachers: Andy & Carrie Wall, Oak Park, California
Place: AC 205
Title: When Congregations Work in Harmony
(Exciting Stories of Churches Planting
Churches)
Teacher: Bryan Barrett, Lexington, Kentucky
Place: AC 210
Title: "Live Each Day as if it Were Your Last..."
(Making the Most of Every Opportunity)
Teacher: Wendi Jocoy, Myrtle Creek, Oregon
Place: AC 244
Title: Lifted Up
(An Expository Study of John)
Teacher: Tom Olbricht, South Berwick, Maine
Place: AC 245
Title: Who's Will — His or Mine?
(Submission and the Will of God)
Teacher: Kila Smith, Shallowater, Texas
Place: KSC110
Title: Satisfying Your Spiritual Thirst
(The Whys & Ways of the Disciplines)
Teacher: Linda Truschke, Malibu, California
Place: KSC 130
Title: "What in the World is God Up To Today?"
Teacher: Prentice Meador, Dallas, Texas
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: Three Words That Changed My Life
(Reflections On My Spiritual Journey)
Teacher: Ross Thomson, Houston, Texas
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: The Challenge of Isaiah Chapter 6
(Answering the Call and Getting Out of
Our Comfort Zone)
Teacher: Chris Newton, Porterville, California
Place: CAC 204
Title: Journeying with God: One Day at a Time
(Daily Rhythms of Life that Draw Us Closer)
Teachers: Mike and & Jeannie Cagle
Marietta, Georgia
Place: CAC 214
Title: A Shared Leadership Model in the
Church (Part 1: The Limitations of the
Traditional Model)
Teacher: Mark Henderson
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Place: CAC 301
Title: The Quest for Unity: An Appeal for Unity
Among All Believers
Teacher: Gene Shelburne, Amarillo, Texas
Place: CAC 302
Wednesday, May 4
11:00 a.m. Main Lecture
Title: "The I Am and the I Am Not"
(John 18:1-27)
Speaker: Randy Harris, Abilene, Texas
Song Leader: Randy Gill, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
12:00-1:30 Luncheon Programs
Youth Workers
Speakers: Jack Williamson, Thousand Oaks, California
Jeff Grow, Tualatin, Oregon
Place: Hahn Fireside Room
World Christian Broadcasting
Speakers: Maurice Hall, Whittier, California
Bill McDonough, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Augustine Mahmoud, Algiers, Algeria
Place: Faculty Dining Room
Harding Graduate School of Religion
Speakers: Evertt Huffard, Memphis, Tennessee
Jon Reed, El Segundo, California
Place: Outdoor Patio (West End)
World English Institute
Speaker: Dick Ady, Gresham, Oregon
Place: TCC107
For luncheons in Heritage Hall and Tennis Pavilion see page 4
2:00 p.m. Classes
Title: "We Preach Christ Crucified"
(Capturing and Being Captivated by the
Glory of the Cross)
Teacher: Billy Wilson, Belfast, Northern Ireland
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: Living With Your Second Choices
(Part 1: Living With Your Second
Choices. And Yet....)
Teacher: Mike Cope, Abilene Texas
Singers: The ZOE Group, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: Homosexuality: A Christian Dialogue
(Part 1: Understanding)
Moderators: Randy Lowry, Westlake Village, California
Jack Reese, Abilene, Texas
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: The Da Vinci Code and the Cultural
Credibility of Christianity
(Part 1: The Da Vinci Code's Impact
on Post-Christian Mass Culture)
Teacher: John Mark Hicks, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: Welcome to the Table of the Lord
(Weekly Meditations for the
Lord's Supper)
Teacher: Mark Love, Abilene, Texas
Place: AMB 105
Title: Family Feud (Handling a Church Fuss)
Teacher: Ben Mereness, Georgetown, Texas
Place: AMB 220
Title: Waiting for the Snow to Melt
(Surviving a Spiritual Winter and Longing
for a Spiritual Renewal in Spring)
Teacher: Robin Smith, Ocoee, Florida
Place: AC 205
Title: Every Missionary Should Write a Story
(Behind the Scenes in the Writing of
High Places)
Teacher: Greg Taylor, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: AC 210
Title: Only My Half
(Achieving Harmony in Marriage in Spite
of Spiritual Differences)
Teacher: Ruby Howard, Pheonix, Arizona
Place: AC 244
Difficult Texts in John 18-21
Title: Does John Pass Over the Passover?
(The Chronology of the Last Supper in
John and the Synoptics)
Teacher: Randy Chesnutt, Malibu, California
Place: AC 245
Title: The Church, Social Responsibility and the
Developing World
Teacher: Joseph Dzamesi, Ho, Ghana, West Africa
Place: KSC 110
Title: Let What We Do In Here Fill the Streets
Out There (Worship That Leads Us
Outside Our Faith Communities)
Teacher: Sara Barton, Rochester Hills, Michigan
Place: KSC 130
Title: Difficult Challenges Unique to
Families of Church Leaders
Teachers: Lynn & Carolyn Anderson
San Antonio, Texas
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: How Your Church Can Baptize 50 People
a Year & Keep Them Growing in Christ
Teacher: Greg King, Helena, Montana
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
2:00 p.m. Classes continued on page 8
Wednesday, May 4
Title: Coffeehouse Conversations
(Sharing Christ Beyond Starbucks)
Teacher: Craig Kelley, Birmingham, Alabama
Place: CAC204
Title: Creating a 1A (One Another)
Community at Church
Teachers: Mark & Sherrylee Woodward
Fort Worth, Texas
Place: CAC 214
Title: Myth Busters: Five Myths About God
That Make Us Miserable
Teacher: Scotty Harris, Montgomery, Alabama
Place: CAC 301
Title: Preaching and the Big Imagination
Teacher: David Fleer, Rochester Hills, Michigan
Place: CAC 302
3:15 p.m. Classes
Title: "There is One Body and One Spirit... "
(Part 1: Catching the Diversity Wave and
Building the Peaceable Kingdom)
Teacher: Don McLaughlin, Atlanta, Georgia
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: Doctrinal Disagreements: Must it be War?
(12 Principles for Peace)
Teacher: Randy Harris, Abilene, Texas
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: At the Point of Grace
(An Afternoon Concert)
Singers: GracePointe Praise Team
Montgomery, Alabama
Director: Terry Baker, Montgomery, Alabama
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: Stirred, Not Shaken: Three Young
Ministers Offer Insights into the Past,
Present, and Future of Churches of Christ
(Part 1: Why We are Staying)
Teachers: Bert Reynolds, Little Rock, Arkansas
Shon Smith, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Tim Spivey, Dallas, Texas
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: Alpha Females in the Congregation
(Strong-Willed Women Finding Their
Place in God's Kingdom)
Teachers: Maryan Baskin, Malibu, California
Ileene Huffard, Memphis, Tennessee
Place: AMB105
Title: Passionate Balance is Not an Oxymoron!
(Aggressively Nurturing Healthy
Churches)
Teacher: Dave Phillips, Memphis, Tennessee
Place: AMB 220
Title: "Whoever Serves Me Must Follow Me"
(Symposium on Ministry Themes in the
Gospel of John - Hosted by Leaven Journal)
Moderator: Stuart Love, Malibu, California
Panelists: Paul Blowers, Johnson City, Tennessee
D'Esta Love, Malibu, California
David Matson, Torrance, California
Jeanene Reese, Abilene, Texas
Tom Robinson, New York, New York
Place: AC 205
Title: "O For a Closer Walk With God"
(Developing a Personal Inventory of
Grace Gifts)
Teachers: Dan & Vickie Knight
Overland Park, Kansas
Place: AC 210
Title: Overcoming the 200 Barrier
(A Strategy for Church Growth)
Teacher: Mark McLean, Silverdale, Washington
Place: AC 244
Title: "Show Me Your Glory"
(Part 1: To Transform My Worship)
Teacher: Evertt Huffard, Memphis, Tennessee
Place: AC 245
Title: Cries of the Needy: Church Secretaries
Discuss the Ministry of Benevolence
Teachers: Sherri Hines, Virginia Beach, Virginia
Bonnie Miller, Vancouver, Washington
Pam Thompson, Los Angeles, California
Place: KSC110
Title: Exploring the Adolescent Brain (Exciting
New Information on the Teenage Brain
and Adolescent Spiritual Formation)
Teacher: Jason Noble, Sugar Land, Texas
Place: KSC130
Title: Extreme Makeover
(Surrendering to the Transforming Power
of the Master Surgeon)
Teachers: Philis Boultinghouse & Chrys Howard
West Monroe, Louisiana
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: "No Habla Iglesias"- Communicating
the Gospel With Those Who Don't
Speak Church
Teacher: Wade Hodges, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Wednesday, May 4
Title: Surprised By Love
(Healing for Your Heart in the Parable of
the Prodigal Son)
Teacher: Ed Rehbein, Beckley, West Virginia
Place: CAC 204
Title: Invitation Evangelism
(Offering Invitations is a Lost Art and the
Church Needs it Now More Than Ever -
and Not Just After Sermons!)
Teacher: Joel Mark Solliday, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Place: CAC 214
Title: Entertaining Angels (Being Aware of the
Stranger on Sunday Morning Through
Effective Preparation and Follow-up)
Teacher: August West, West Los Angeles, California
Place: CAC 301
Title: The Gospel According to College
Basketball (Two Coaches Reflect on
Their Ministries)
Teachers: Andy Blackston, Clarksville, Tennessee
Klint Pleasant, Abilene, Texas
Place: CAC 302
4:30 p.m. Dinner Program
A Daily Class in Stauffer Chapel
Appreciation Dinner
in Honor of
Neil Lightfoot
Place: Rockwell Dining Center
Please purchase tickets ($10.50)
in advance at Ticket Sales tables.
Neil Lightfoot was born in Waco, Texas, on September 22,
1929. He was reared in a Christian home and was baptized
into Christ on January 30, 1944. He began preaching in 1947
and enrolled at Freed-Hardeman College that fall. Neil
transferred to Baylor University in Waco in 1950. He met Ollie
Robinson at church that year, and they were married on April
7, 1951. Neil preached for the Lakeview Church of Christ in
Waco (1951-53) while he completed his B.A. and M.A. degrees
at Baylor. Their first daughter, Donna Lynn, was born in
Waco.
In 1953, the Lightfoots moved to North Carolina in order
for Neil to pursue doctoral studies at Duke University. He
preached for the Central Church of Christ in Winston-Salem
(1953-55) and for the Vaughn Road Church of Christ in
Burlington (1955-58). Their second daughter, Lu Anne, was
born during that time. Neil wrote a doctoral dissertation on
A Critical Examination of the Revised Standard Version of the New
Testament, and he was awarded the Ph.D. in New Testament
at Duke in 1958.
The Lightfoots returned to Texas in the summer of 1958
in response to a call from Abilene Christian College. When
Neil joined the Bible faculty at ACC (now Abilene Christian
University) in the fall of 1958, it was the beginning of a long
and distinguished career. Neil and Ollie's third daughter,
Michelle, was born in Abilene. Neil preached for the 11th and
Willis Church of Christ in Abilene from 1961 to 1967 and then
served as an elder for the congregation for the next 21 years
(1967-1988).
Besides teaching and preaching, Dr. Lightfoot has excelled
in writing as well. He has published numerous scholarly
articles and several books. Baker Book House in Michigan
published four of his books including How We Got the Bible;
Lessons from the Parables; Jesus Christ Today: A Commentary on the
Book of Hebrews; and Everyone's Guide to Hebreivs. There have
been three editions of How We Got the Bible, which has now
sold more than one million copies. Dr. Lightfoot has traveled
frequently in service to the church, and he has presented more
than 100 workshops on topics like "How We Got the Bible,"
"Can We Believe the Bible?" "Bible Translations," and "How
to Study the Bible."
On June 25, 2003, Ollie Lightfoot, Neil's wife of 52 years,
died of pancreatic cancer. In addition to her husband, she was
survived by their three daughters and seven grandchildren.
After Ollie's death, Neil considered retiring, but his love of
teaching the Word of God kept him going. Now in his 47th
year of teaching the Bible at ACU, Dr. Lightfoot estimates that
he has taught more than 14,000 students.
Music and Drama Groups
True Lift, Pepperdine University Infusion, Pasadena, California
Voces, El Paso, Texas The Hallal Singers, Franklin, Tennessee
Quail Springs Worship Team, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma GracePointe Praise Team, Montgomery Alabama
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Music and Drama Groups
The ZOE Group, Nashville, Tennessee Won by One, Pepperdine University
Psallo, Los Angeles, California Visions, Cascade College, Portland, Oregon
Metropolitan Praise & Worship Team, Carson, California Montgomery Worship Team, Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Wednesday, May 4
6:15 p.m. Songfest
Song Leaders: Ken Young & the Hallal Singers
Franklin, Tennessee
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
7:00 p.m. Main Lecture
Title: "A Holy Power Play:
When Kingdoms Collide"
(John 18:28-19:16)
Speaker: Jeff Walling, Charlotte, North Carolina
Song Leader: Ken Young, Franklin, Tennessee
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
9:00 p.m. Late Evening Programs
Title: "Desperate"
(A Musical Celebration)
Singers: The ZOE Group, Nashville, Tennessee
Director: Brandon Scott Thomas
Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: "The Power of Praise"
(A Contemporary Worship Experience)
Singers: Psallo — A Praise & Worship Team
Director: Mark Campbell, Los Angeles, California
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: "We Bring an Offering"
Singers: True Lift, Pepperdine University
Malibu, California
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: The Exodus Files
(How God Transforms His People
in an Alien World)
Teachers: Rick Brown, Tomball, Texas
Reg Cox, Lakewood, Colorado
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: Does God Have a Sense of Humor?
(Stories of Laughter and Tears)
Teacher: John W. Smith, Shallowater, Texas
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: "Now is the Time of God's Favor":
A Symposium on Church Planting
in America (Part 2: Success Stories)
Moderator: Stan Granberg, Portland, Oregon
Panelists: Jim Beck, Lubbock, Texas
Jason Campbell, Salem, Oregon
Tom Riley, Anthem, Arizona
Randy Thomas, Gilbert, Arizona
Place: AC 205
Title: The Contemporaries Meet the Classics
on Prayer
Teacher: Leonard Allen, Siloam Springs, Arkansas
Place: AC 245
Pie and Coffee will be served in the Rockwell Dining Center
and in the Howard A. White Center each evening from
8:30-11:30. Proceeds will benefit the Associated Women for
Pepperdine Scholarship Fund.
Looking Back Over 60 Years: Preachers of the Gospel assembled for a photograph during the 1945 Pepperdine Bible Lectures.
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Thursday, May 5
Thursday, May 5
7:00-8:00 Breakfast Programs
Eastern European Mission
Speakers: Mike Armour, Dallas, Texas
Frank Farr, Houston, Texas
Place: Hahn Fireside Room
Let's Start Talking
Speakers: Mark & Sherrylee Woodward
Fort Worth, Texas
Place: Faculty Dining Room
Christian Heritage Gardens
(A Ministry of Sunset Haven)
Speaker: Randy Lowry, Westlake Village, California
Place: TCC107
7:30-8:15 Morning Praise
Singers: Montgomery Worship Team
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Teacher: Kevin Owen, Albuquerque New Mexico
Place: Smothers Theatre
Theme: "Holy, Holy, Holy"
(Lifting Up Songs & Prayers to God)
Host: Dave Lemley, Malibu, California
Place: Stauffer Chapel
8:30 a.m. Classes
Title: Dangerous People: The Call of Nehemiah
Teacher: Joe Beam, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: Vital Signs: Taking the Pulse of a
Healthy Church
Teachers: Rick Atchley, Fort Worth, Texas
Dave Stone, Louisville, Kentucky
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: The Body Broken: A People of Peace
for a Fragmented Church
Teacher: Jack Reese, Abilene, Texas
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: Living God's Love: An Invitation to
Christian Spirituality
(Part 2: Hearing the Voice of God — An
Exercise in Bible Reading)
Teachers: Gary Holloway, Nashville, Tennessee
Earl Lavender, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: Desperate People — Powerful Prayers
(Part 1: Never Underestimate a Mother's
Prayer!)
Teacher: Walt Leaver, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: AMB105
Title: History and Christ: Believing When
the World Doubts
Teacher: Jim Baird, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Place: AMB 220
Title: "Let the Children Come"
(What Does it Take to Spiritually Form and
Christianly Educate Our Kids?)
Teacher: Carol Gafford, Overland Park, Kansas
Place: AC 205
Title: The Challenge of Forgiving Our
Friends and Enemies
Teacher: Dusty Rush, Conway Arkansas
Place: AC 210
Title: A Stranger in Our House: Addiction,
Mental Illness and the Family
(The Story Continues)
Teachers: Virgil & Caryl Fry, Houston, Texas
Place: AC 244
Title: Ancient Resources for Contemporary
Worship (Encountering God in the Psalms)
Teacher: Rick Marrs, Thousand Oaks, California
Place: AC 245
Title: "You Are Not One of His Disciples,
Are You?" (In the Hour of Trial, Jesus
Plead for Me)
Teacher: Alexander Melirrytos, Athens, Greece
Place: KSC110
Title: Taking the Word of God to All Nations
(Bringing the Love of Jesus to Muslims)
Teacher: Augustine Mahmoud, Algiers, Algeria
Place: KSC 130
Remindii aer
NATIONAL DAY OF PRAYER
Thursday, May 5,2005
Pepperdine University reminds those attending the
Bible Lectures that the National Day of Prayer occurs
during our time together. This annual emphasis on
prayer, established by an act of Congress, encourages
Americans to pray for our nation, its people, and its
leaders. The theme for the National Day of Prayer in
2005 is "God Shed His Grace on Thee"
"Let us then approach the throne of grace with confidence,
so that we may receive mercy and find grace to help us in
our time of need." Hebrews 4:16
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Announcements
SPECIAL EXHIBITION AT THE FREDERICK R. WEISMAN MUSEUM OF ART
During the Bible Lectures, May 3-6, 2005
CROSSINGS:
The Human Search for Spiritual Connection
Museum Hours: 11:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Artist's Reception: Friday, May 6, 8:30-10:00 p.m.
"Jazz 1"
mixed media
"4034"
mixed media
Peggy Pownall
Thousand Oaks, California
Peggy Pownall's paintings are
about the human search for spiritual
connection. On exhibit are works from
series that explore our crossings between
the spiritual and the temporal in nature,
music, memories, self, and others.
Peggy holds B.A. degrees in art
and religion from Pepperdine University
and has worshiped for many years with
the Conejo Valley Church of Christ in
Thousand Oaks, California. She and her
husband, Tim, have two grown children.
Howard A. White Center
Hours: 7:30 a.m.-Midnight
Visit Our Exhibitors and enjoy
coffee, sandwiches, and snacks.
LECTURE TAPES &v CD'S
Again this year we anticipate tape and CD orders in excess
of 10,000 individual orders. Please help us by submitting
your order(s) as early as possible. All lectures and classes
will be recorded and will be available on tapes and
CD's. Tapes may be purchased immediately following
each session from Gaylor MultiMedia, Inc. in the Tyler
Campus Center. During lecture week you may also order
from an on-campus phone by calling extension 6369. To
order tapes and CD's after lecture week, contact:
David Gaylor
Gaylor MultiMedia, Inc.
804 Musket Trail,
Nashville, Tennessee 37217
(615) 361-4120 • Fax (615) 361-4129
www. gayloronline. com
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Thursday, May 5
Title: Overcoming Overcommitment: When is
Enough Enough? (Resting Without Guilt)
Teacher: Emily Lemley, Westlake Village, California
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: The Power of the Past
(Stories of Faith and Love)
Teacher: John W. Smith, Shallowater, Texas
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: Stories of Healing
(Medical Missions in Honduras)
Teacher: Doris Clark, Catacamas, Honduras
Place: CAC 204
Title: God's Definition of Manhood
(What it Means to be Male in the
"Gender Fog" of our Culture)
Teacher: Larry Cline, Holly Hill, Florida
Place: CAC 214
Title: The Minister's Perspective: Why Our
Model of Leadership Can't Work
Teachers: Chris Goldman
Rancho Cordova, California
Steve Martin, Livermore, California
Place: CAC 301
Title: Development Projects: A Major Way of
Feeding God's Flock in Africa
(Lessons Learned From Six Years of
Ministering to the Poor)
Teacher: Chi Ekwenye, Obuzor, Nigeria, Africa
Place: CAC 302
9:45 a.m. Classes
Title: Passing the Baton: Can We Hand the
Ancient Faith to the Next Generation?
Teacher: Jeff Walling, Charlotte, North Carolina
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: The Power of the Word of God
(Part 2: Forever Shaped by Timeless Stories)
Teacher: Ken Starr, Malibu, California
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: C4: Explosive Community
(Part 2: Moving From Crowds to
Community)
Teacher: Chris Seidman, Farmers Branch, Texas
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: Listening to the Prophetic Voice of Jesus
Teachers: Rhonda Lowry, Westlake Village, California
John O. York, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: Anger: When and How Much?
(Minister Father and Psychologist Daughter
Examine the Effects of Anger)
Teachers: Gayle Crowe, Lafayette, Indiana
Lauren Cunningham, Madison, Wisconsin
Place: AMB105
Title: The Nature of Human Society and the
Distribution of Power, Status, and Wealth
(Churches of Christ and Human Rights)
Teachers: Mel Hailey, Abilene, Texas
Joel Nichols, Newbury Park, California
Place: AMB 220
Title: Instilling a Global Vision and a Heart for
Missions in Your Children
Teachers: Dan & Jeanette Rodriguez
Malibu, California
Place: AC 205
Title: The Whole Church Taking the Whole
Gospel to the Whole World (A Report from
the 2004 World Evangelism Conference)
Teacher: Holly Allen, Siloam Springs, Arkansas
Place: AC 210
Title: Redemption Theology in a Culture of
Suspicion and Spin
Teacher: Charla Griffy-Brown
Marina del Rey, California
Place: AC 244
Title: Lifted Up
(An Expository Study of John)
Teacher: Tom Olbricht, South Berwick, Maine
Place: AC 245
Title: Experiencing God's Provision and
Protection Through Submission
(Embracing Authority)
Teacher: Rachel Micu, Fresno, California
Place: KSC110
Title: Here? Now? You Have Got to be
Kidding, Lord!
(Meeting God When Your Agendas Don't)
Teacher: Whitney Wall, West Los Angeles, California
Place: KSC 130
Title: What's New on "How We Got the Bible"?
Teacher: Neil Lightfoot, Abilene, Texas
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: "Falling Away": Why Christians Lose
Their Faith and What Can Be Done
About it
Teacher: Brian Simmons, Portland, Oregon
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
9:45 a.m. Classes continued on page 16
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Thursday, May 5
Title: Welcoming the New Creation (A Narrative
Approach to Preaching the Book of Acts)
Teacher: Jarrod Robinson, Antioch, California
Place: CAC 204
Title: Sharing in the Hope of Glory in the
Balkans (An Exciting Report on
The Institute For Biblical Studies)
Teacher: Tom Sibley, Zagreb, Croatia
Place: CAC 214
Title: A Shared Leadership Model in the
Church (Part 2: Reclaiming a Gifts-Driven
Leadership Model)
Teacher: Mark Henderson
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Place: CAC 301
Title: Creating an Atmosphere of Growth
(Making Your Congregation a Place Where
Evangelism Occurs Naturally)
Teacher: Jeff Hicks, Tigard, Oregon
Place: CAC 302
11:00 a.m. Main Lecture
Title: "The Community Created by the Cross"
(John 19:16-30)
Speaker: David Young, Overland Park, Kansas
Song Leader: Bret Morris, Dallas, Texas
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
12:00-1:30 Luncheon Programs
Campus Ministries
Speakers: Scott Lambert, Malibu, California
Tim Melikian, Norman, Oklahoma
Place: Hahn Fireside Room
Leaven (A Publication of Ministry for
Churches of the Restoration Heritage)
Speakers: Stuart & D'Esta Love, Malibu, California
Robert Randolph
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Place: Faculty Dining Room
Healing Hands International
Speakers: Dave Goolsby, Nashville, Tennessee
Ron White, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Outdoor Patio (West End)
Singles Ministries
Speakers: Anthony Fischetto, Reading, Pennsylvania
Jim Miller, Melbourne, Florida
Place: TCC107
For luncheons in Heritage Hall and Tennis Pavilion see page 4.
2:00 p.m. Classes
Title: "We Preach Christ Crucified"
(Capturing and Being Captivated by the
Glory of the Cross)
Teacher: Billy Wilson, Belfast, Northern Ireland
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: Living With Your Second Choices
(Part 2: By Your Scars They Shall
Know You)
Teacher: Mike Cope, Abilene, Texas
Singers: The ZOE Group, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: Homosexuality: A Christian Dialogue
(Part 2: Journeying)
Moderators: Randy Lowry, Westlake Village, California
Jack Reese, Abilene, Texas
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: The Da Vinci Code and the Cultural
Credibility of Christianity
(Part 2: Early Christianity and
The Da Vinci Code)
Teacher: John Mark Hicks, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: Pass the Peanut Butter and Jelly
(Inspirational Stories for the Sandwich
Generation)
Teacher: Beth Robinson, Lubbock, Texas
Place: AMB105
Title: Opening the Doors & Windows
(Ways to Create New Entry Points
for Unbelievers)
Teacher: Kevin Withem, San Diego, California
Place: AMB 220
Title: Attachment D.N.A.: Hardwired for
Spiritual Connection
Teachers: Sheila Bost, Santa Monica, California
Amy Bost Henegar, Scarsdale, New York
Place: AC 205
Title: Holy God, Holy People: The Message of
Leviticus
Teacher: Michael Case, York, Nebraska
Place: AC 210
Title: Death and Dying: A Christian Medical
Perspective
Teachers: Carolyn Hopkins & Leah Hopkins
Parkersburg, West Virginia
Place: AC 244
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Thursday, May 5
Difficult Texts in John 18-21
Title: The Culpability of "The Jews" (John 19:7)
(John's Gospel, Mel Gibson, and our Jewish
Neighbors)
Teacher: Mark Black, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: AC 245
Title: A Close Encounter with Jesus
(Nicodemus: The Secret Disciple)
Teachers: Brian Magnuson, St. Louis, Missouri
Place: KSC110
Title: Sacred vs. Secular: A False Dichotomy
(The Opposite of Sacred is not Secular)
Teacher: Rich Little, Naperville, Illinois
Place: KSC 130
Title: Difficult Challenges Unique to
Families of Church Leaders
Teachers: Lynn & Carolyn Anderson
San Antonio, Texas
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: "Repent and Believe the Good News"
(Rediscovering Our Evangelistic Voice)
Teacher: Mark Love, Abilene, Texas
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: Proclaiming the Gospel of Christ
in Japan for 50 Years
(Stories from a Lifetime of Mission Work)
Teachers: Joe and Ruth Betts, Ibaraki, Japan
Place: CAC 204
Title: Family Matters (The Importance of
Family and Family Values)
Teachers: Vincent & Kathleen Hawkins
Rialto, California
Place: CAC 214
Title: Packing the House
(Small Groups that Successfully Invite)
Teacher: Bruce Bates, Cumberland, Rhode Island
Place: CAC 301
Title: When God Rocks Your World
(Testimony of a Former "Balker" . . .
Now a "Hard Rocker")
Teacher: Peggy Stirman, Sugar Land, Texas
Place: CAC 302
3:15 p.m. Classes
Title: "There is One Body and One Spirit... "
(Part 2: Catching the Diversity Wave and
Building a Multiracial Fellowship)
Teacher: Don McLaughlin, Atlanta, Georgia
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: Doctrinal Disagreements: Must it be War?
(12 Principles for Peace)
Teacher: Randy Harris, Abilene, Texas
Place: Smothers Theatre
3:15 p.m. Classes continued on page 18
An Evening Lecture in Firestone Fieldhouse
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Thursday, May 5
Title: "Undone"
(A Celebration in Song)
Singers: Montgomery Worship Team
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Director: John Magnuson
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: Stirred, Not Shaken: Three Young
Ministers Offer Insights into the Past,
Present and Future of Churches of Christ
(Part 2: Why Some are Leaving)
Teachers: Bert Reynolds, Little Rock, Arkansas
Shon Smith, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Tim Spivey, Dallas, Texas
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: Women's Gifts in the Church: Restricted
or Released?
(Keys to Healthy Dialogue on Women's
Involvement in Worship and Ministry)
Teacher: Danny Walker
Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania
Place: AMB105
Title: The Case for A Cappella Singing in
Churches of Christ (Part 1: The Past)
Teachers: Victor Knowles, Joplin, Missouri
Jeff Peterson, Austin, Texas
John Wilson, Malibu, California
Place: AMB 220
Title: "Whoever Serves Me Must Follow Me"
(Symposium on Ministry Themes in the
Gospel of John — Hosted by Leaven Journal)
Moderator: Stuart Love, Malibu, California
Panelists: Paul Blowers, Johnson City, Tennessee
D'Esta Love, Malibu, California
David Matson, Torrance, California
Jeanene Reese, Abilene, Texas
Tom Robinson, New York, New York
Place: AC 205
Title: Praying for the Sick in a Culture that
Worships Health
Teachers: Jimmy & Jacqui Hurd
Southfield, Michigan
Place: AC 210
Title: The Unstoppable Church
(Instilling a Passion for the Mission)
Teacher: Mark Moran, The Woodlands, Texas
Place: AC 244
Title: "Show Me Your Glory"
(Part 2: To Transform My Life)
Teacher: Evertt Huffard, Memphis, Tennessee
Place: AC 245
Title: Pushing Young Eagles Out of the Nest
(The Way God Has Worked in Albania)
Teachers: Emily Pownall, Tirana, Albania
Ellen Walker, Tirana, Albania
Place: KSC110
Title: Exploring the Adolescent Brain (Exciting
New Information on the Teenage Brain
and Adolescent Spiritual Formation)
Teacher: Jason Noble, Sugar Land, Texas
Place: KSC 130
Title: The Miracle of Marriage (Building a
Long-lasting Loving Friendship - With
Sparks - That Just Grows and Glows)
Teachers: Randy & Joneal Kirby
West Monroe, Louisiana
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: Churches of Christ and International
Churches of Christ (Renewing an
Interrupted Family Conversation)
Moderators: Andy Fleming, Los Angeles, California
Jeff Walling, Charlotte, North Carolina
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: The Power of Collaboration
(A Strategic Partnership Expanding the
Kingdom of God in Australia and
New Zealand)
Teachers: Leon O'Flynn, Auckland, New Zealand
Steve Smith, Sydney, Australia
Place: CAC 204
Title: Is This the Best God Can Do?
(Part 1: God At Work Through
Jacob's Deceit)
Teacher: Brady Smith, Lausanne, Switzerland
Place: CAC 214
Title: "Lord, Here am I, Send Me ... or Not!"
Teachers: Steve Allison, Abilene, Texas
Dale Hawley, Menomonie, Wisconsin
Place: CAC 301
Title: Christian Meditation: The Key to
Intimacy with God
Teacher: Anthony Fischetto, Reading, Pennsylvania
Place: CAC 302
4:30 p.m. Dinner Program
Friends of Pepperdine
Speakers: Andy Benton, Malibu, California
Don McLaughlin, Atlanta, Georgia
Place: Rockwell Dining Center
Please purchase tickets ($10.50) in advance at Ticket Sales tables.
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Thursday, May 5
6:15 p.m. Songfest
Song Leaders: Ken Young & the Hallal Singers
Franklin, Tennessee
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
7:00 p.m. Main Lecture
Title: "Lifted Up From the Grave"
(John 20:1-18)
Speaker: Ken Durham, Malibu, California
Song Leader: Ken Young, Franklin, Tennessee
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
9:00 p.m. Late Evening Programs
Title: "Desperate"
(A Musical Celebration)
Singers: The ZOE Group, Nashville, Tennessee
Director: Brandon Scott Thomas
Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: "I Will Praise Your Name"
(The Gospel in Song)
Singers: Infusion, Pasadena California
Director: Carl Washington, Pasadena, California
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: "That's Why We Praise Him"
(Reflections on a Praise-Worthy Lord)
Teacher: Scotty Harris, Montgomery, Alabama
Singers: GracePointe Praise Team
Montgomery, Alabama
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: The Exodus Files
(How God Transforms His People
in an Alien World)
Teachers: Rick Brown, Tomball, Texas
Reg Cox, Lakewood, Colorado
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Drama: Hide and Seek
(A One-Act Play)
Actors: Visions, Cascade College, Portland, Oregon
Director: Brian Simmons, Portland, Oregon
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: "Now is the Time of God's Favor":
A Symposium on Church Planting
in America (Part 3: The Heart of the
Restoration Movement)
Moderator: Stan Granberg, Portland, Oregon
Panelists: Marcus Bigelow, Vacaville, California
lerry Savage, Spearfish, South Dakota
Ken Tackett, Spearfish, South Dakota
Gailyn Van Rheenen, Dallas, Texas
Place: AC205
Title: The Contemporaries Meet the Classics
on Prayer
Teacher: Leonard Allen, Siloam Springs, Arkansas
Place: AC 245
Pie and Coffee will be served in the Rockwell Dining
Center and in the Howard A. White Center each evening
from 8:30-11:30. Proceeds will benefit the Associated
Women for Pepperdine Scholarship Fund.
DON'T MISS OUR IMPORTANT EXHIBITORS!
The exhibitors are located in the Howard A. White Center,
the Student Lounge, the Tyler Campus Center (near the
campus bookstore), and the lobby of Firestone Fieldhouse.
FUTURE EVENTS AT PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
2nd Annual
YouthWAVE, July 10-16, 2005
23rd Annual
Christian Scholars Conference, July 21-23, 2005
26th Annual
William M. Green Lectures, October 10-11,2005
35th Annual
Thanksgiving Youth Festival, November 25-27,2005
2nd Annual
Frank Pack Lectures, January 8-10, 2006
63rd Annual
Pepperdine Bible Lectures, May 2-5, 2006
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The Family Builders Series
THE FAMILY BUILDERS SERIES IS CO-SPONSORED BY
PEPPERDINE'S CENTER FOR THE FAMILY AND THE CHURCH RELATIONS OFFICE
Wednesday, May 4, 8:30 a.m.
Title: The Body Broken: Why Some of Our Children
are Leaving Churches of Christ and Why We
Should Care
Teacher: Jack Reese, Abilene, Texas
Title: Imagine What God Can Do
(Using Imagination in the Spiritual
Formation of Children)
Teachers: Rene Heard, Oak Park, California
Jennifer Nichols, Newbury Park, California
Title: Biracial Adoptions: A Mother's Story -
(God) The Father's Plan (Issues of Race,
Rebellion, and Reunion in our Family)
Teacher: Cindy Puckett, Melbourne, Florida
Wednesday, May 4, 9:45 a.m.
Title: Baptism and "The Age of Accountability"
(Sharing the Spiritual Journey With Our
Children)
Teachers: Andy & Carrie Wall, Oak Park, California
Wednesday, May 4, 2:00 p.m.
Title: Only My Half
(Achieving Harmony in Marriage in
Spite of Spiritual Differences)
Teacher: Ruby Howard, Phoenix, Arizona
Title: Difficult Challenges Unique to Families
of Church Leaders
Teachers: Lynn & Carolyn Anderson, San Antonio, Texas
Wednesday, May 4, 3:15 p.m.
Title: Exploring the Adolescent Brain
(Exciting New Information on the Teenage
Brain and Adolescent Spiritual Formation)
Teacher: Jason Noble, Sugar Land, Texas
Thursday, May 5, 8:30 a.m.
Title: "Let the Children Come"
(What Does it Take to Spiritully Form and
Christianly Educate Our Kids?)
Teacher: Carol Gafford, Overland Park, Kansas
Title: A Stranger in Our House: Addiction,
Mental Illness, and the Family
(The Story Continues)
Teachers: Virgil & Caryl Fry, Houston, Texas
Thursday, May 5, 9:45 a.m.
Title: Instilling a Global Vision and a Heart for
Missions in Your Children
Teachers: Dan & Jeanette Rodriguez, Malibu, California
Thursday, May 5, 2:00 p.m.
Title: Pass the Peanut Butter and Jelly
(Inspirational Stories for the Sandwich Generation)
Teacher: Beth Robinson, Lubbock, Texas
Title: Difficult Challenges Unique to Families
of Church Leaders
Teachers: Lynn & Carolyn Anderson, San Antonio, Texas
Title: Family Matters
(The Importance of Family and Family Values)
Teachers: Vincent & Kathleen Hawkins, Rialto, California
Thursday, May 5, 3:15 p.m.
Title: Exploring the Adolescent Brain
(Exciting New Information on the Teenage
Brain and Adolescent Spiritual Formation)
Teacher: Jason Noble, Sugar Land, Texas
Title: The Miracle of Marriage
(Building a Long-Lasting Loving Friendship -
With Sparks - That Just Grows and Glows)
Teachers: Randy & Joneal Kirby, West Monroe, Louisiana
Friday, May 6, 8:30 a.m.
Title: Incredible Grandparenting for Fractured Families
Teacher: Anita Johnson, Salinas, California
Title: A Stranger in Our House: Addiction,
Mental Illness, and the Family
(The Story Continues)
Teachers: Virgil & Caryl Fry, Houston, Texas
Friday, May 6, 9:45 a.m.
Title: How Now Shall We Live As Parents?
Teacher: John Alan Turner, Atlanta, Georgia
Title: Growing Together: 40 Years in Church and
Academy and Still Married
Teachers: Bob & Jan Randolph, Cambridge Massachusetts
Luncheon Program
Center for the Family at Pepperdine University
Speakers: Dennis Lowe, Malibu, California
Helen M. Young, Malibu, California
Place: Faculty Dining Room
Friday, May 6, 2:00 p.m.
Title: Pass the Peanut Butter and Jelly
(Inspirational Stories for the Sandwich Generation)
Teacher: Beth Robinson, Lubbock, Texas
Title: Difficult Challenges Unique to Families
of Church Leaders
Teachers: Lynn & Carolyn Anderson, San Antonio, Texas
Friday, May 6, 3:15 p.m.
Title: Exploring the Adolescent Brain
(Exciting New Information on the Teenage
Brain and Adolescent Spiritual Formation)
Teacher: Jason Noble, Sugar Land, Texas
Title: The Miracle of Marriage
(Building a Long - Lasting Loving Friendship -
With Sparks - That Just Grows and Glows)
Teachers: Randy & Joneal Kirby, West Monroe, Louisiana
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TUESDAY, MAY 3
4:15 p.m. Dinner Programs
r_J Associated Women for Pepperdine Dinner
Claudia Sangster
Q Opening Night Men's Dinner, Dwight Robarts
6:15 p.m. Songfest
7:00 p.m. Main Lecture
fj "Lifted Up," David Fleer
9:00 p.m. Late Evening Programs
Q "Blessed Be the Name of the Lord," Metropolitan Praise
& Worship Team
fj "Lift Your Voice to God," Won by One
Q "Come, Spirit, Come," Scotty Harris
Q The Exodus Files, Rick Brown & Reg Cox
Q Does God Have a Sense of Humor?, John W. Smith
Q "Now is the Time of God's Favor," Stan Granberg
& Panelists
LJ Contemporaries Meet Classics ..., Leonard Allen
WEDNESDAY, MAY 4
7-8:00 a.m. Breakfast Programs
Q World Bible School, Ron Pottberg & Tex Williams
Qj Pepperdine Religion Major Alumni, Randy Chesnutt
& Lynn Mitchell
Qj Hispanic Ministries & Outreach, Tomas Allen
& Carlos Gonzales
7:30-8:15 a.m. Morning Praise
Q Smothers Theatre
Q Stauffer Chapel
8:30 a.m. Classes
Q Dangerous Prayers: The Call of Nehemiah, Joe Beam
Q Vital Signs:..., Rick Atchley & Dave Stone
Q The Body Broken: Why Some Children..., Jack Reese
Q Living God's Love:..., Gary Holloway & Earl Lavender
Q Talk to Me and Trust Me - Regardless, Randy Gore
Q Science and God: Believing When the World Doubts
Jim Baird
Q Imagine What God Can Do, Rene Heard
& Jennifer Nichols
Q Toward a Healthier View of Being Saved by Faith,
Barry Newton
Q Biracial Adoptions: A Mother's Story, Cindy Puckett
Q Ancient Resources for Contemporary Worship, Rick Marrs
Q Shocking Moments of Joy, Martha Thomas
Q A Living God or a Dead Man's Religion
Stephen Hasbrouck
Q Overcomming Overcommitment..., Emily Y. Lemley
Q Extreme Church Makeover, Brian Mashburn
Q Decent and Disorderly, Jerry Wigant
Q Girls Behaving Badly, Sharon Henderson
Q The Shepherd's Side of the Fence, Dwight Perry
Q Desire - Fulfillment in Him, Eleni & Danae Melirrytou
9:45 a.m. Classes
Q Passing the Baton ..., Jeff Walling & Taylor Walling
Q The Power of the Word of God, Ken Starr
Q C4: Explosive Community, Chris Seidman
Q Prophetic Voice of Jesus, Rhonda Lowry & John O. York
Q From Stressed to Blessed, Jon Reed
Q The Nature of Human Society, Mark Hamilton
Q Baptism ... "Age of Accountability," Andy & Carrie Wall
Q When Congregations Work in Harmony, Bryan Barrett
[_J "Live Each Day as if it Were Your Last...," Wendi Jocoy
Q Lifted Up, Tom Olbricht
Q Who's Will - His or Mine? Kila Smith
Q Satisfying Your Spiritual Thirst, Linda Truschke
Q What in the World is God Up to Today? Prentice Meador
Q Three Words That Changed My Life, Ross Thomson
Q The Challenge of Isaiah Chapter 6, Chris Newton
Q Journeying With God, Mike & Jeannie Cagle
Q A Shared Leadership Model, Mark Henderson
Q The Quest for Unity, Gene Shelburne
11:00 a.m. Main Lecture
Q "The I Am and the I Am Not," Randy Harris
12-1:30 p.m. Luncheon Programs
Q Howard Publishing, Denny Boultinghouse & Wade Hodges
Qj Won by One
Q Youth Workers, Jack Williamson & Jeff Grow
Q World Christian Broadcasting, Maurice Hall,
Bill McDonough & Augustine Mahmoud
[_J Harding Graduate School of Religion, Evertt Huffard
& Jon Reed
Q World English Institute, Dick Ady
2:00 p.m. Classes
Q "We Preach Christ Crucified," Billy Wilson
Q Living With Your Second Choices, Mike Cope
Q Homosexuality: A Christian Dialogue, Randy Lowry
& Jack Reese
Q The DaVinci Code and the Cultural..., John Mark Hicks
Q Welcome to the Table of the Lord, Mark Love
l_J Family Feud, Ben Mereness
Q Waiting for the Snow to Melt, Robin Smith
Q Every Missionary Should Write a Story, Greg Taylor
Q Only My Half, Ruby Howard
Q Does John Pass Over the Passover? Randy Chesnutt
Q The Church, Social Responsibility ..., Joseph Dzamesi
Q Let What We Do In Here ... Sara Barton
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Q Difficult Challenges ..., Lynn & Carolyn Anderson
Q How Your Church Can Baptize ..., Greg King
Q Coffeehouse Conversations, Craig Kelley
Q Creating a 1A (One Another) Community Church
Mark & Sherrylee Woodward
Q Myth Busters: Five Myths About God ..., Scotty Harris
Qj Preaching the Big Imagination, David Fleer
3:15 p.m. Classes
Ql "There is One Body and One Spirit...," Don McLaughlin
Q Doctrinal Disagreements: Must it be War? Randy Harris
Q At the Point of Grace, GracePointe Praise Team
Q Stirred, Not Shaken ..., Bert Reynolds, Shon Smith
& Tim Spivey
Q Alpha Females ..., Maryan Baskin & Ileene Huffard
Q Passionate Balance is Not an Oxymoron, Dave Phillips
Qj "Whoever Serves Me Must Follow Me," Stuart Love
& Panelists
[_) "O For a Closer Walk With God" Dan & Vickie Knight
Q Overcomming the 200 Barrier, Mark McLean
Q Show Me Your Glory," Evertt Huffard
Q Cries of the Needy ..., Sherri Hines, Bonnie Miller
& Pam Thompson
Q Exploring the Adolescent Brain, Jason Noble
Q Extreme Makeover, Philis Boultinghouse & Chrys Howard
Q "No Habla Iglesias"- Communicating the Gospel
Wade Hodges
Q Surprised By Love, Ed Rehbein
Q Invitation Evangelism, Joel Mark Solliday
Q Entertaining Angels, August West
Q The Gospel According to College Basketball
Andy Blackston & Klint Pleasant
4:30 p.m. Dinner Programs
Q Appreciation Dinner, Neil Lightfoot
6:15 p.m. Songfest
7:00 p.m. Main Lecture
Q "When Kingdoms Collide," Jeff Walling
9:00 p.m. Late Evening Programs
Q "Desperate," The ZOE Group
Q "The Power of Praise," Psallo
[_J "We Bring An Offering," True Lift
Q The Exodus Files, Rick Brown & Reg Cox
Q Does God Have a Sense of Humor?, John W. Smith
Q "Now is the Time" ..., Stan Granberg & Panelists
Q Contemporaries Meet Classics, Leonard Allen
THURSDAY, MAY 5
7-8:00 a.m. Breakfast Programs
Q Eastern European Mission, Mike Armour & Frank Farr
Q Let's Start Talking, Mark & Sherrylee Woodward
Q Christian Heritage Gardens, Randy Lowry
7:30-8:15 a.m. Morning Praise
Q Smothers Theatre
Q Stauffer Chapel
8:30 a.m. Classes
Q Dangerous People: The Call of Nehemiah, Joe Beam
Q Vital Signs, Rick Atchley & Dave Stone
Q The Body Broken: A People of Peace ..., Jack Reese
Q Living God's Love, Gary Holloway & Earl Lavender
Q Desperate People - Powerful Prayers, Walt Leaver
Q History and Christ: Believing When the World Doubts
Jim Baird
Q "Let the Children Come," Carol Gafford
Q The Challenge of Forgiving ..., Dusty Rush
Q A Stranger in Our House ..., Virgil & Carol Fry
Q Ancient Resources for Contemporary Worship, Rick Marrs
Q "You are Not One of His Disciples, Are You ...?"
Alexander Melirrytos
Q Taking the Word of God to All Nations
Augustine Mahmoud
Q Overcomming Overcommitment, Emily Y. Lemley
Q The Power of the Past, John W. Smith
Q Stories of Healing, Doris Clark
Q God's Definition of Manhood ..., Larry Cline
Q The Minister's Perspective ..., Chris Goldman
& Steve Martin
Q Chi Ekweyne, Development Projects
9:45 a.m. Classes
Q Passing the Baton ..., Jeff Walling
Q The Power of the Word of God, Ken Starr
Q C4: Explosive Community, Chris Seidman
Q Prophetic Voice of Jesus, Rhonda Lowry & John O. York
Q Anger: When & How Much? Gayle Crowe
& Lauren Cunningham
Q The Nature of Human Society..., Mel Hailey
& Joel Nichols
Q Instilling a Global Vision ..., Dan & Jeanette Rodriguez
G The Whole Church,... the Whole Gospel..., Holly Allen
Q Redemption Theology ..., Charla Griffy-Brown
Q Lifted Up, Tom Olbricht
Q Experiencing God's Provision ..., Rachel Micu
Q Here? Now? You Have Got to Be Kidding..., Whitney Wall
Q What's New on "How We Got the Bible?" Neil Lightfoot
Q "Falling Away," Brian Simmons
Q Welcoming the New Creation, Jarrod Robinson
Q Sharing in the Hope of Glory in the Balkans, Tom Sibley
Q A Shared Leadership Model in the Church
Mark Henderson
Q Creating an Atmosphere of Growth, Jeff Hicks
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11 .-00 a.m. Main Lecture
Q "The Community Created by the Cross," David Young
12-1:30 p.m. Luncheon Programs
Q 21st Century Christian, Prentice Meador
& Charme Robarts
Q True Lift
Q Campus Ministries, Scott Lambert & Tim Melikian
Q Leaven, Stuart & D'Esta Love & Bob Randolph
Q Healing Hands International, Dave Goolsby & Ron White
Q Singles' Ministries, Anthony Fischetto & Jim Miller
2:00 p.m. Classes
FJ "We Preach Christ Crucified," Billy Wilson
Q Living With Your Second Choices, Mike Cope
Q Homosexuality: A Christian Dialogue, Randy Lowry
& Jack Reese
Q The Da Vinci Code and the Cultural..., John Mark Hicks
Q Pass the Peanut Butter and Jelly, Beth Robinson
Q Opening the Doors & Windows, Kevin Withem
Q Attachment D.N.A., Sheila Bost & Amy Bost Henegar
Q Holy God, Holy People, Michael Case
Q Death and Dying, Carolyn Hopkins & Leah Hopkins
fj The Culpability of "The Jews", Mark Black
Q A Close Encounter With Jesus, Brian Magnuson
Q Sacred vs. Secular: A False Dichotomy, Rich Little
Q Difficult Challenges Unique to Families of Church Leaders,
Lynn & Carolyn Anderson
Q "Repent and Believe the Good News," Mark Love
Q Proclaiming Christ in Japan, Joe & Ruth Betts
Q Family Matters, Vincent & Kathleen Hawkins
Q Packing the House, Bruce Bates
Q When God Rocks Your World, Peggy Stirman
3:15 p.m. Classes
Q "There is One Body and One Spirit...", Don McLaughlin
Q Doctrinal Disagreements: Must it be War?, Randy Harris
Qj "Undone", Montgomery Worship Team
Q Stirred, Not Shaken:..., Bert Reynolds, Shon Smith
& Tim Spivey
Q Women's Gifts in the Church, Danny Walker
Q The Case for A Capella Singing in Churches of Christ
Victor Knowles, Jeff Peterson & John Wilson
Q "Whoever Serves Me Must Follow Me", Stuart Love
& Panelists
Q Praying for the Sick, Jimmy & Jacqui Hurd
Q The Unstoppable Church, Mark Moran
Q "Show Me Your Glory", Evertt Huffard
Q Pushing Young Eagles Out of the Nest
Emily Pownall & Ellen Walker
Q Exploring the Adolescent Brain, Jason Noble
Q The Miracle of Marriage, Randy & Joneal Kirby
[_j Churches of Christ and International Churches of Christ,
Andy Fleming & Jeff Walling
Q The Power of Collaboration, Leon O'Flynn & Steve Smith
Q Brady Smith
Q "Lord, Here Am I, Send Me ... or Not!" Steve Allison
& Dale Hawley
Q Christian Meditation, Anthony Fischetto
4:30 p.m. Dinner Program
Q Friends of Pepperdine, Andy Benton & Don McLuaghlin
6:15 p.m. Songfest
7:00 p.m. Main Lecture
Q "Lifted Up From the Grave," Ken Durham
9:00 p.m. Late Evening Programs
Q "Desperate," The ZOE Group
Q "I Will Praise Your Name," Infusion
Q "That's Why We Praise Him," Scotty Harris
Q The Exodus Files, Rick Brown & Reg Cox
Q Hide and Seek, Visions
Q "Now is the Time of God's Favor" ... Stan Granberg
& Panelists
Q Contemporaries Meet Classics, Leonard Allen
FRIDAY, MAY 6
7-8:00 a.m. Breakfast Programs
Q Africans Claiming Africa International Health Care
Foundation, Glenn Boyd & Sam Shewmaker
Q Kairos: Church Planting Support, Stan Granberg
& Kevin Woods
Q Western Christian College, John & Carolyn McMillan
7:30-8:15 a.m. Morning Praise
Q Smothers Theatre
fj Stauffer Chapel
8:30 a.m. Classes
Q Dangerous Actions: The Call of Nehemiah, Joe Beam
fj Vital Signs: Taking the Pulse of a Healthy Church
Rick Atchley & Dave Stone
Q The Body is Broken, Therefore We Have Hope, Jack Reese
Q Love: An Invitation to Christian Spirituality
Gary Holloway & Earl Lavender
Q Desperate People - Powerful Prayers, Walt Leaver
Q The Myth that Science is Religiously Neutral
Dwayne Simmons
Q Incredible Grandparenting ..., Anita Johnson
Q "He Ain't Heavy. He's My Brother," Tom Riley
Q A Stranger in Our House ..., Virgil & Caryl Fry
Q Ancient Resources for Contemporary Worship, Rick Marrs
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Q "Consider it pure joy ...," Derek Brown
Q Fishing for Men on the Mekong River, Bill McDonough
Q "Great is Thy Faithfulness!" Helen M. Young
Q The Power of the Past, John W. Smith
Q Vladimir Psenko, The Story of a Croatian Storyteller
Q "With Few Words or Tears," Steve Kay
Q The Minister's Perspective:..., Chris Goldman & Steve
Martin
Q You Are God's Masterpiece!" Joey Gafford
9:45 a.m. Classes
Q Passing the Baton:..., Jeff Walling & Taylor Walling
Qj The Power of the Word of God, Ken Starr
Qj C4: Explosive Community, Chris Seidman
Q Prophetic Voice of Jesus, Rhonda Lowry & John O. York
Q Confession: When and How Much?,
Gayle Crowe & Lauren Cunningham
Qj The Nature of Human Society..., Mel Hailey & Joel Nichols
Q How Now Shall We Live As Parents? John Alan Turner
Q Golden Age Camps at Yellowstone ..., Mike Brazle
(_J Is Your Fashion Statement in His Image? Julie Magos
Q Lifted Up, Tom Olbricht
Q The Things That go Bump in the Night, Jim Wilson
Q Feeding the Hungry Soul:..., Paige Reynolds
Qj Growing Together: 40 Years ..., Bob & Jan Randolph
Q "Falling Away":..., Brian Simmons
Q The Benefits of Getting Caught, Jeff Garett
Q Sandra Sibley, How Wide, Long, High, and Deep!
Q A Shared Leadership Model in the Church
Mark Henderson
Q "What is Our Story?" Jay Hawkins
11:00 a.m. Main Lecture
Q "The Community Lifted Up by the Holy Spirit,"
Greg Anderson
12-1:30 p.m. Luncheon Programs
Q Restoration Quarterly, Tom Olbricht & Allan McNichol
Q Voces
Q Cascade College, Dennis Lynn
Q Center for the Family at Pepperdine University
Dennis Lowe & Helen M. Young
Q Rochester College, Mike Westerfield & Sara Barton
Qj China for Christ, David Beardon & Thomas Peng
2:00 p.m. Classes
Q "We Preach Christ Crucified," Billy Wilson
Q Living With Your Second Choices, Mike Cope
Q Homosexuality: A Christian Dialogue, Randy Lowry
& Jack Reese
Q The DaVinci Code and the Cultural..., John Mark Hicks
Q Pass the Peanut Butter and Jelly, Beth Robinson
Q Five Generations in Every Local Church, James Knapp
Q Attachment D.N.A.:..., Sheila Bost & Amy Bost Henegar
Q James: The Other Side of Suffering, Charme Robarts
Q Hands Across Africa, Eno & LaVera Otoyo
Q A Mighty Wind or the Breath of Jesus? Curt Niccum
Q Kevin Vance, Spiritual Formation of Students
Q Sacred vs. Secular: A False Dichotomy, Rich Little
Q Difficult Challenges Unique to Families of Church Leaders,
Lynn & Carolyn Anderson
[_J "Repent and Believe the Good News," Mark Love
Q Star Trek 2005, Dave Dowlen
Q Mary: A Fatihful Heroine, Birgie Niemann
Q When God Becomes Real, Randy Thomas
Q When God Rocks Your World, Peggy Stirman
3:15 p.m. Classes
Q "There is One Body and One Spirit...," Don Me Laughlin
Q Doctrinal Disagreements: Must it be War?, Randy Harris
Q "The Body of Christ," Gary Bruce
Q Stirred, Not Shaken:..., Bert Reynolds, Shon Smith
& Tim Spivey
Q Do You See This Woman? Irie Session
[_J The Case for A Capella Singing in Churches of Christ
Victor Knowles, Jeff Peterson & John Wilson
Q "Whoever Serves Me Must Follow Me," Stuart Love
& Panelists
Q "To Love Another Person is to See the Face of God,"
Hung & Corrine Le
Q The Unstoppable Church, Mark Moran
[_J Preparing for the Olympic Games, David Bearden
& Thomas Peng
Q Value-Centered Ethics, Charles Kerns
Q Exploring the Adolescent Brain, Jason Noble
Q The Miracle of Marriage, Randy & Joneal Kirby
Q Churches of Christ and International Churches of Chirst
Andy Fleming & Jeff Walling
Q The Jesus that Satan Knows, Mark Swan
Q Brady Smith, Is This the Best God Can Do?
Q "Lord, Here Am I, Send Me ... or Not!," Steve Allison
& Dave Hawley
Q Singles: Living Out the Christian Calling
Anthony Fischetto & Jim Miller
4:30 p.m. Dinner Programs
Q Appreciation Dinner, Bob & Jan Randolph
6:15 p.m. Songfest
7:00 p.m. Main Lecture
Q "The Gospel of DO OVER," Mike Cope
9:00 p.m. Late Evening Programs
Q "The Power of Praise," Psallo
Q "Thy Kingdom Come," Montgomery Worship Team
Q "I Long to Worship You," True Lift
Q Hide and Seek, Visions
Q "Now is the Time" ..., Stan Granberg & Panelists
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Friday, May 6
7:00-8:00 Breakfast Programs
Africans Claiming Africa
International Health Care Foundation
(African Christian Hospitals)
Speakers: Glenn Boyd, Searcy, Arkansas
Sam Shewmaker, Searcy, Arkansas
Place: Hahn Fireside Room
Kairos: Church Planting Support
Speakers: Stan Granberg, Portland, Oregon
Kevin Woods, Vancouver, Washington
Place: Faculty Dining Room
Western Christian College
Speakers: John & Carolyn McMillan
Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada
Place: TCC107
7:30-8:15 Morning Praise
Singers: Quail Springs Worship Team
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Teacher: Mark Henderson,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Place: Smothers Theatre
Theme: "Holy, Holy, Holy"
(Lifting Up Songs & Prayers to God)
Host: Dave Lemley Malibu, California
Place: Stauffer Chapel
8:30 a.m. Classes
Title: Dangerous Actions: The Call of Nehemiah
Teacher: Joe Beam, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: Vital Signs: Taking the Pulse of a
Healthy Church
Teachers: Rick Atchley, Fort Worth, Texas
Dave Stone, Louisville, Kentucky
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: The Body is Broken: Therefore We
Have Hope
Teacher: Jack Reese, Abilene, Texas
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: Love: An Invitation to Christian
Spirituality (Part 3: Practicing the Presence
of God - An Exercise in Contemplation)
Teachers: Gary Holloway, Nashville, Tennessee
Earl Lavender, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: Desperate People - Powerful Prayers
(Part 2: When You Think God Does
Not Hear!)
Teacher: Walt Leaver, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: AMB105
Title: The Myth that Science is Religiously
Neutral
Teacher: Dwayne Simmons, St. Louis, Missouri
Place: AMB 220
8:30 a.m. Classes continued on page 26
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Title: Incredible Grandparenting for
Fractured Families
Teacher: Anita Johnson, Salinas, California
Place: AC 205
Title: "He Ain't Heavy. He's My Brother."
(The Descendants of Barnabas in the
21st Century Church)
Teacher: Tom Riley, Anthem, Arizona
Place: AC 210
Title: A Stranger in Our House: Addiction,
Mental Illness and the Family
(The Story Continues)
Teachers: Virgil & Caryl Fry, Houston, Texas
Place: AC 244
Title: Ancient Resources for Contemporary
Worship (Encountering God in the Psalms)
Teacher: Rick Marrs, Thousand Oaks, California
Place: AC 245
Title: "Consider it pure joy..." (The Christian's
Outlook in the Face of Trials)
Teacher: Derek Brown, Glasgow, Scotland
Place: KSC110
Title: Fishing For Men on the Mekong River
from the "Ship of Life"
Teacher: Bill McDonough, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Place: KSC 130
Title: "Great is Thy Faithfulness!"
(Morning by Morning New Mercies I See)
Teacher: Helen M. Young, Malibu, California
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: The Power of the Past
(Stories of Faith and Love)
Teacher: John W. Smith, Shallowater, Texas
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: The Story of a Croatian Storyteller
(A Personal Testimony to the Power
of the Gospel)
Teacher: Vladimir Psenko, Zagreb, Croatia
Place: CAC 204
Title: "With Few Words or Tears"
(A Look at Masculine Grief)
Teacher: Steve Kay, Redlands, California
Place: CAC 214
Title: The Minister's Perspective: How Our
Model of Leadership Can Change
Teachers: Chris Goldman
Rancho Cordova, California
Steve Martin, Livermore, California
Place: CAC 301
Title: "You Are God's Masterpiece!"
(The Heart of Paul's Letter to the
Ephesians)
Teacher: Joey Gafford, San Diego, California
Place: CAC 302
9:45 a.m. Classes
Title: Passing the Baton: Can We Hand the
Ancient Faith to the Next Generation?
Teachers: Jeff Walling, Charlotte, North Carolina
Taylor Walling, Charlotte, North Carolina
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: The Power of the Word of God
(Part 3: My Life in the Legal Profession)
Teacher: Ken Starr, Malibu, California
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: C4: Explosive Community
(Part 3: Adversity - Community's Friend?)
Teacher: Chris Seidman, Farmers Branch, Texas
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: Listening to the Prophetic Voice of Jesus
Teachers: Rhonda Lowry, Westlake Village,California
John O. York, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: Confession: When and How Much?
(Minister Father and Psychologist Daughter
Examine the Effects of Confession)
Teachers: Gayle Crowe, Lafayette, Indiana
Lauren Cunningham, Madison, Wisconsin
Place: AMB105
Title: The Nature of Human Society and the
Distribution of Power, Status, and Wealth
(Churches of Christ and Human Rights)
Teachers: Mel Hailey, Abilene, Texas
Joel Nichols, Newbury Park, California
Place: AMB 220
Title: How Now Shall We Live As Parents?
Teacher: John Alan Turner, Atlanta, Georgia
Place: AC 205
Title: Golden Age Camps at Yellowstone
National Park (Mobilizing Christians in
Their Later Years for New Ministries)
Teacher: Mike Brazle, Woodinville, Washington
Place: AC 210
Title: Is Your Fashion Statement In His Image?
(How One Church in California Presented
a Heart Changing Modesty Campaign)
Teacher: Julie Magos, Escondido, California
Place: AC 244
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Title: Lifted Up
(An Expository Study of John)
Teacher: Tom Olbricht, South Berwick, Maine
Place: AC 245
Title: Things That Go Bump in the Night
(Helping Others Deal with Anxiety)
Teacher: Jim Wilson, New Castle, Delaware
Place: KSC110
Title: Feeding the Hungry Soul: Literature and
the Life of Faith
Teacher: Paige Reynolds, Little Rock, Arkansas
Place: KSC 130
Title: Growing Together: 40 Years in Church
and Academy and Still Married
Teachers: Bob & Jan Randolph
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: "Falling Away": Why Christians Lose
Their Faith and What Can Be Done
About it
Teacher: Brian Simmons, Portland, Oregon
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: The Benefits of Getting Caught
(Grace Through the Eyes of a
Recovering Alcoholic)
Teacher: Jeff Garrett, Huntington, West Virginia
Place: CAC 204
Tittle: How Wide, Long, High, and Deep!
(POWER to Grasp the Love of God)
Teacher: Sandra Sibley, Zagreb, Croatia
Place: CAC 214
Title: A Shared Leadership Model in the
Church (Part 3: The Character of a Leader)
Teacher: Mark Henderson
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Place: CAC 301
Title: "What is Our Story?"
(A Congregational Journey Toward
Self-Discovery)
Teacher: Jay Hawkins, Caldwell, Idaho
Place: CAC 302
11:00 a.m. Main Lecture
Title: "The Community Lifted Up by the
Holy Spirit" (John 20:19-29)
Speaker: Greg Anderson, Huntsville, Alabama
Song Leader: Nick Smith, Stockton, California
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
12:00-1:30 Luncheon Programs
Cascade College
Speaker: Dennis Lynn, Portland, Oregon
Place: Hahn Fireside Room
Center for the Family at
Pepperdine University
Speakers: Dennis Lowe, Malibu, California
Helen M. Young, Malibu, California
Place: Faculty Dining Room
Rochester College
Speakers: Mike Westerfield, Rochester Hills, Michigan
Sara Barton, Rochester Hills, Michigan
Place: Outdoor Patio (West End)
China for Christ
David Bearden, Fullerton, California
Thomas Peng, Wuhan, China
TCC107
Speakers:
Place:
For luncheons in Heritage Hall and Tennis Pavilion see page 4.
2:00 p.m. Classes
Title: "We Preach Christ Crucified"
(Capturing and Being Captivated by the
Glory of the Cross)
Teacher: Billy Wilson, Belfast, Northern Ireland
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: Living With Your Second Choices
(Part 3: The Defiant Nevertheless)
Teacher: Mike Cope, Abilene, Texas
Singers: The ZOE Group
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: Homosexuality: A Christian Dialogue
(Part 3: Ministering)
Moderators: Randy Lowry, Westlake Village, California
Jack Reese, Abilene, Texas
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: The Da Vinci Code and the Cultural
Credibility of Christianity
(Part 3: A Postmodern Spiritual Search)
Teacher: John Mark Hicks, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: Pass the Peanut Butter and Jelly
(Inspirational Stories for the Sandwich
Generation)
Teacher: Beth Robinson, Lubbock, Texas
Place: AMB105
Title: Five Generations in Every Local Church
(The Genius of God's Plan for His Family
on Earth)
Teacher: James Knapp, Durant, Oklahoma
Place: AMB 220
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Title: Attachment D.N.A.: Hardwired for
Spiritual Connection
Teachers: Sheila Bost, Santa Monica, California
Amy Bost Henegar, Scarsdale, New York
Place: AC 205
Title: James: The Other Side of Suffering
Teacher: Charme Robarts, Dallas, Texas
Place: AC 210
Title: Hands Across Africa ^ ,
(Churches of Christ Serving Humanity) „,
Teachers: Eno & LaVera Otoyo, Hollywood, California
Place: AC 244
Difficult Texts in John 18-21
Title: A Mighty Wind or the Breath of Jesus?
(The Reception of the Spirit in John 20:22)
Teacher: Curt Niccum, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Place: AC 245
Title:
Teacher:
Place:
Title:
Teacher:
Place:
Title:
Teachers:
Place:
Title:
Teacher:
Place:
Title:
Teacher:
Place:
Title:
Teacher:
Place:
Title:
Teacher:
Place:
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Spiritual Formation of Postmodern Students
Kevin Vance
Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada
KSC 110
Sacred vs. Secular: A False Dichotomy
(Part 2: The False Separation Between
Sacred and Secular)
Rich Little, Naperville, Illinois
KSC 130
Difficult Challenges Unique to
Families of Church Leaders
Lynn & Carolyn Anderson
San Antonio, Texas
Raitt Recital Hall
"Repent and Believe the Good News"
(Rediscovering Our Evangelistic Voice)
Mark Love, Abilene, Texas
Lindhurst Theatre
Star Trek 2005
("You Shine Like Stars in the Universe")
Dave Dowlen, Monroe, Washington
CAC 204
Mary: A Faithful Heroine
(The Faithfulness of the Living God Seen
Through the Eyes of the Mother of Jesus)
Birgie Niemann, Rochester Hills, Michigan
CAC 214
When God Becomes Real
(Impacting Our Communities One
Neighbor at a Time)
Randy Thomas, Gilbert, Arizona
CAC 301
Title: When God Rocks Your World
(Testimony of a Former "Balker" . . .
Now a "Hard Rocker")
Teacher: Peggy Stirman, Sugar Land, Texas
Place: CAC 302
3:15 p.m. Classes
Title: "There is One Body and One Spirit... "
(Part 3: Catching the Diversity Wave and
Building Multigenerational Ministries)
Don McLaughlin, Atlanta, Georgia
Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: Doctrinal Disagreements: Must it be War?
(12 Principles for Peace)
Teacher: Randy Harris, Abilene, Texas
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: "We Are the Body of Christ"
(Songs from the Family of God)
Singers: Quail Springs Worship Team
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Director: Gary Bruce, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: Stirred, Not Shaken: Three Young
Ministers Offer Insights into the Past,
Present, and Future of Churches of Christ
(Part 3: A Hopeful Future)
Teachers: Bert Reynolds, Little Rock, Arkansas
Shon Smith, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Tim Spivey, Dallas, Texas
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: Do You See This Woman?
(Theological and Pastoral Implications for
Ministering to Wounded Women)
Teacher: Irie Session, Dallas, Texas
Place: AMB105
Title: The Case for A Cappella Singing in
Churches of Christ (Part 2: The Future)
Teachers: Victor Knowles, Joplin, Missouri
Jeff Peterson, Austin, Texas
John Wilson, Malibu, California
Place: AMB 220
Title: "Whoever Serves Me Must Follow Me"
(Symposium on Ministry Themes in the
Gospel of John - Hosted by Leaven Journal)
Moderator: Stuart Love, Malibu, California
Panelists: Paul Blowers, Johnson City, Tennessee
D'Esta Love, Malibu, California
David Matson, Torrance, California
Jeanene Reese, Abilene, Texas
Tom Robinson, New York, New York
Place: AC 205
Friday, May 6
Title: "To Love Another Person is to See the
Face of God . . ."
Teachers: Hung & Corinne Le, Malibu, California
Place: AC 210
Title: The Unstoppable Church
(Instilling a Passion for the Mission)
Teacher: Mark Moran, The Woodlands, Texas
Place: AC 244
Title: Preparing for the Olympic Games
(Mission Work in China in View of the
2008 Olympics in Beijing, China)
Teachers: David Bearden, Fullerton, California
Thomas Peng, Wuhan, China
Place: AC 245
Title: Value-Centered Ethics (Shaping Behavior)
Teacher: Charles Kerns, Pasadena, California
Place: KSC110
Title: Exploring the Adolescent Brain (Exciting
New Information on the Teenage Brain
and Adolescent Spiritual Formation)
Teacher: Jason Noble, Sugar Land, Texas
Place: KSC 130
Title: The Miracle of Marriage (Building a
Long-lasting Loving Friendship - With
Sparks - That Just Grows and Glows)
Teachers: Randy & Joneal Kirby
West Monroe, Louisiana
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: Churches of Christ and International
Churches of Christ (Renewing an
Interrupted Family Conversation)
Moderators: Andy Fleming, Los Angeles, California
Jeff Walling, Charlotte, North Carolina
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: The Jesus that Satan Knows and
You Do Not
Teacher: Mark Swan, South Jordan, Utah
Place: CAC 204
Title: Is This the Best God Can Do? (Part 2:
Jacob is Blessed Through Struggle)
Teacher: Brady Smith, Lausanne, Switzerland
Place: CAC 214
Title: "Lord, Here am I, Send Me ... or Not!"
Teachers: Steve Allison, Abilene, Texas
Dale Hawley, Menomonie, Wisconsin
Place: CAC 301
Title: Singles: Living Out the Christian Calling
Teachers: Anthony Fischetto, Reading, Pennsylvania
Jim Miller, Melbourne, Florida
Place: CAC 302
4:30 p.m. Dinner Program
Appreciation Dinner
in Honor of
Bob & Jan Randolph
Place: Rockwell Dining Center
Please purchase tickets ($10.50)
in advance at Ticket Sales tables.
Bob Randolph was born in Burbank, California, and as a
teenager he began preaching sermons for the Burbank Church
of Christ in the mid-1950s. He met Jan Cothran from Abilene,
Texas, while they were undergraduate students at Abilene
Christian College. Bob graduated with a B.A. in history in
1962, and then returned home to earn an M.A. in history
from Pepperdine College in 1964. Jan graduated with a B.A.
in English at ACC in 1964, and they were married on May
28, 1964, at the Highland Church of Christ in Abilene. Their
wedding was performed by Bob's grandfather E. W. McMillan,
the former chairman of the Bible department at ACC.
Following their wedding they moved to New Haven,
Connecticut, so Bob could work on a Master of Divinity degree
at Yale University. When that degree was completed in 1967
they had a choice of moving to Wichita Falls, Texas, or Boston,
Massachusetts, and they chose Boston. They have now lived
in the Boston area for nearly 40 years.
The arrival of the Randolphs in Boston marked the
beginning of their long association with the Brookline Church
of Christ. This is one of the oldest congregations (established
1921) of the Churches of Christ between New York and Maine.
Bob and Jan devoted themselves to the congregational life and
teaching ministries of this church. Bob has preached for the
Brookline Church of Christ for more than 30 years.
After twelve years as Instructor of History and Chaplain
at Dana Hall School in Wellesley, Bob joined the faculty of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1979 to organize and
develop the Office of Student Assistance. He has been Senior
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education and Student
Affairs at M.I.T. since 1993. Along the way, Bob earned an
M.A. from Brandeis University and a D.Min from Andover
Newton Theological School. For many years, Bob has taught
a freshman seminar at M.I.T. entitled "The Abrahamic Faiths:
Conversations between Jews, Christians and Muslims."
Jan was Director of Residence and Dean of Students at Dana
Hall School for 15 years, and in 1985 she completed a Masters
in Education from the Harvard Graduate School of Education.
She was Assistant to the President of Gordon College for
several years, and for the past 12 years she has served on the
staff of the Memorial Church at Harvard University, the last 7
as Executive Assistant to the Minister.
Bob and Jan have two grown daughters Kathleen and
Margaret, and they have been surrogate parents to a host of
other young people. Through the years the Brookline Church
of Christ (and especially Bob and Jan) has had a wonderful
ministry with student members from Harvard University,
M.I.T., Boston University, and many other colleges in the
greater Boston area.
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Friday, May 6
6:15 p.m. Songfest
Song Leaders: Ken Young & the Hallal Singers
Franklin, Tennessee
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
7:00 p.m. Main Lecture
Title: "The Gospel of DO OVER"
(John 21:15-19)
Speaker: Mike Cope, Abilene, Texas
Song Leader: Ken Young, Franklin, Tennessee
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
9:00 p.m. Late Evening Programs
Title: "The Power of Praise"
(A Contemporary Worship Experience)
Singers: Psallo - A Praise and Worship Team
Director: Mark Campbell, Los Angeles, California
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: "Thy Kingdom Come"
(A Celebration in Song)
Singers: Montgomery Worship Team
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Director: John Magnuson
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: "I Long to Worship You"
Singers: True Lift, Pepperdine University
Malibu, California
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Drama: Hide and Seek
(A One-Act Play)
Actors: Visions, Cascade College, Portland, Oregon
Director: Brian Simmons, Portland, Oregon
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: "Now is the Time of God's Favor":
A Symposium on Church Planting
in America (Part 4: Why Not You?)
Moderator: Stan Granberg, Portland, Oregon
Panelists: Leonard Jarman, Moreno Valley, California
Scott Lambert, Malibu, California
Phil McCollum, Hollywood, California
Jon Reed, El Segundo, California
Place: AC 205
Pie and Coffee will be served in the Rockwell Dining
Center and in the Howard A. White Center each evening
from 8:30-11:30. Proceeds will benefit the Associated
Women for Pepperdine Scholarship Fund.
PROGRAMA DE ACTIVIDADES EN ESPANOL EL VIERNES, 6 DE MAYO
Program of Activities in Spanish: Friday May 6th
11:30
jBienvenida!
Welcome:
Lugar:
2:00 p
Clase:
Maestro:
Lugar:
Clase:
Maestro:
Lugar:
a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Convivio
yconfraternidad
Food & Fellowship
Alumni Park
.m.
"Cuidando de
rebanos bilingiies"
Taking Care of
Bilingual Flocks
Angel Reyes,
NuevaYork,
Nueva York
234
"^Que dia fue?"
Which Day Was It?
(John 19)
Frank Flores,
Torrance, California
AC 236
3:15 p.m. 7:00 p.m.
Clase:
Maestro:
Lugar:
Clase:
Maestro:
Lugar:
"Ciudad de Dios, Conferencia: "El Evangelico
ciudad del hombre" ,je Rehacer"
City of God, City The Gospei Of Do Over
of Man (john 21:15-19)
Hugo Monroy, Nueva Qrador: Mike Cope,
York, Nueva York Abilene, Texas
AC 234 Traductor: Raye Kramar
Lugar: Firestone Fieldhouse
"iMe amas/quieres?"
Do You Love Me? 9-00 p.m.
(John 21:15-17) Devocional: "Amorfiel"
Pablo Gonzales, Faithful Love
El Paso, Texas Grupo coral: Voces, El Paso, Texas
AC 236 Lugar: Heritage Hall
Se servira postre y cafe en el Rockwell Dining Center
y en el Howard A. White Center cada noche desde lasJ
8:30 hasta las 11:30. Toda la recaudacion se destinara al
grupo Associated Women para el Fondo de Becas de
Pepperdine.
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Program Participants
Holly Allen Leonard Allen Tomas Allen Steve Allison
Siloam Springs, Arkansas Siloam Springs, Arkansas La Verne, California Abilene, Texas
Lynn Anderson
San Antonio, Texas
Maryan Baskin
Malibu, California
Carolyn Anderson
San Antonio, Texas
Greg Anderson
Huntsville, Alabama
Mike Armour
Dallas, Texas
Rick Atchley
Fort Worth, Texas
Jim Baird
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Bryan Barrett
Lexington, Kentucky
Sara Barton
Rochester Hills, Michigan
Bruce Bates
Cumberland, Rhode Island
Joe Beam
Nashville, Tennessee
David Bearden
Fullerton, California
Jim Beck
Lubbock, Texas
Joe Betts
Ibaraki, Japan
Ruth Betts Marcus Bigelow Mark Black Andy Blackston Paul Blowers Sheila Bost
Ibaraki, Japan Vacaville, California Nashville, Tennessee Clarksville, Tennessee Johnson City, Tennessee Santa Monica, California
Philis Boultinghouse Mike Brazle Derek Brown Rick Brown
West Monroe, Louisiana Woodinville, Washington Glasgow, Scotland Tomball, Texas
Jeannie Cagle
Marietta, Georgia
Mike Cagle
Marietta, Georgia
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Program Participants
Jason Campbell Mark Campbell Michael Case
Salem, Oregon Los Angeles, California York, Nebraska
Frank Flores
Torrance, California
Randy Chesnutt
Malibu, California
Doris Clark
Catacamas, Honduras
Joseph Dzamesi Chi Ekwenye
Ho, Ghana, West Africa Obuzor, Nigeria, Africa
Chris Goldman
Rancho Cordova, California
Frank Farr
Houston, Texas
Larry Cline
Holly Hill, Florida
Mike Cope Reg Cox Gayle Crowe Lauren Cunningham Dave Dowlen Ken Durham
Abilene, Texas Lakewood, Colorado Lafayette, Indiana Madison, Wisconsin Monroe, Washington Malibu, California
Anthony Fischetto David Fleer Andy Fleming
Reading, Pennsylvania Rochester Hills, Michigan Los Angeles, California
Caryl Fry
Houston, Texas
Virgil Fry
Houston, Texas
Carol Gafford Joey Gafford
Overland Park, Kansas San Diego, California
Jeff Garrett
Huntington, West Virginia
Carlos Gonzales
Temecula, California
Pablo Gonzales
El Paso, Texas
Randy Gore
Columbia, South Carolina
Stan Granberg
Portland, Oregon
Charla Griffy-Brown
Marina Del Rey, California
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Program Participants
Jeff Grow
Tualatin, Oregon
Stephen Hasbrouck
Vancouver, EC, Canada
Mel Hailey
Abilene, Texas
Maurice Hall Mark Hamilton Randy Harris
Whittier, California Abilene, Texas Abilene, Texas
Jay Hawkins
Caldwell, Idaho
Kathleen Hawkins
Los Angeles, California
Vincent Hawkins
Los Angeles, California
Dale Hawley
Menomonie, Wisconsin
Mark Henderson Sharon Henderson Amy Bost Henegar Jeff Hicks John Mark Hicks
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma Oklahoma City, Oklahoma Scarsdale, New York Tigard, Oregon Nashville, Tennessee
Sherri Hines
Virginia Beach, Virginia
Wade Hodges Gary Holloway Caroline Hopkins Leah Hopkins
Tulsa, Oklahoma Nashville, Tennessee Parkersburg, West Virginia Parkersburg, West Virginia
Scotty Harris
Montgomery, Alabama
Rene Heard
Oak Park, California
Dwayne Hilty
Salem, Oregon
Chrys Howard
West Monroe, Louisiana
Ruby Howard
Phoenix, Arizona
Evertt Huffard
Memphis, Tennessee
Ileene Huffard
Memphis, Tennessee
Jacqui Hurd
Southfield, Michigan
Jimmy Hurd
Southfield, Michigan
Leonard Jarman
Moreno Valley, California
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Program Participants
Wendi Jocoy
Myrtle Creek, Oregon
Greg King
Helena, Montana
Victor Knowles
Joplin, Missouri
Dave Lemley
Malibu, California
Anita Johnson
Salinas, California
Darron Jones
Downey, California
Steve Kay
Redlands, California
Craig Kelley
Birmingham, Alabama
Joneal Kirby
West Monroe, Louisiana
Randy Kirby
West Monroe, Louisiana
James Knapp
Durant, Oklahoma
Dan Knight
Overland Park, Kansas
Scott Lambert
Malibu, California
Earl Lavender
Nashville, Tennessee
Corinne Le
Malibu, California
Hung Le
Malibu, California
Emily Y. Lemley
Westlake Village, California
Neil Lightfoot
Abilene, Texas
Rich Little
Naperville, Illinois
D'Esta Love
Malibu, California
Stuart Love Dennis Lowe Randy Lowry Rhonda Lowry Dennis Lynn
Malibu, California Malibu, California Westlake Village, California Westlake Village, California Portland, Oregon
Charles Kerns
Pasadena, California
Vickie Knight
Overland Park, Kansas
Walt Leaver
Nashville, Tennessee
Mark Love
Abilene, Texas
Brian Magnuson
St. Louis, Missouri
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Program Participants
John Magnuson
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Julie Magos
Escondido, California
Rick Marrs
Thousand Oaks, California
Steve Martin
Livermore, California
Brian Mashburn
Amarillo, Texas
David Matson
Fullerton, California
Phil McCollum
Hollywood, California
Bill McDonough
Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Don McLaughlin
Atlanta, Georgia
Mark McLean Carolyn McMillan John McMillan
Silver/Me, Washington Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada Regina,SaskatdKa>an,Canada
I ' m
Allan McNicol Prentice Meador
Austin, Texas Dallas, Texas
Tim Melikian Alexander Melirrytos Danae Melirrytou Eleni Melirrytou
Norman, Oklahoma Athens, Greece Athens, Greece Athens, Greece
Ben Mereness
Georgetown, Texas
Rachel Micu
Fresno, California
Bonnie Miller
Vancouver, Washington
Jim Miller
Melbourne, Florida
Lynn Mitchell
Houston, Texas
Hugo Monroy
New York, New York
Mark Moran
The Woodlands, Texas
Barry Newton
San Jose, California
Chris Newton
Porteruille, California
Curt Niccum
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Jennifer Nichols Joel Nichols
Newbury Park, California Newbury Park, California
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Program Participants
Birgie Niemann Jason Noble Leon O'Flynn Tom Olbricht Eno Otoyo LaVera Otoyo
Rochester Hills, Michigan Houston, Texas Auckland, New Zealand South Berwick, Maine Hollywood, California Hollywood, California
Kevin Owen
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Thomas Peng
Wuhan, China
Dwight Perry
fairfield, California
Jeff Peterson
Austin, Texas
Dave Phillips
Germantaivn, Tennessee
Emily Pownall Vladimir Psenko Cindy Puckett Bob Randolph Jan Randolph
Tirana, Albania Zagreb, Croatia Melbourne, Florida Cambridge, Massachusetts Cambridge, Massachusetts
Ed Rehbein
eckln/, West Virginia
Angel Reyes
Neiu York, New York
Bert Reynolds
Little Rock, Arkansas
Tom Riley
Anthem, Arizona
Charme Robarts
Dallas, Texas
Dwight Rob arts
Dallas, Texas
Beth Robinson
Lubbock, Texas
Jarrod Robinson
Antioch, California
Klint Pleasant
Abilene, Texas
Jon Reed
El Segundo, California
Paige Reynolds
Little Rock, Arkansas
Tom Robinson
Nero York, New York
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Program Participants
Dan Rodriguez Jeanette Rodriguez Dusty Rush
Malibu, California Malibu, California Conway, Arkansas
Claudia Sangster
Malibu, California
Jerry Savage
Spearfish, South Dakota
Chris Seidman
Farmers Branch, Texas
Irie Session
Dallas, Texas
Gene Shelburne
Amarillo, Texas
Sam Shewmaker
Searcy, Arkansas
Sandra Sibley
Zagreb, Croatia
Tom Sibley
Zagreb, Croatia
Brian Simmons
Portland, Oregon
Dwayne Simmons
St. Louis, Missouri
Brady Smith
Lausanne, Switzerland
John W. Smith
Shallowater, Texas
Kila Smith
Shallowater, Texas
Robin Smith
Ocoee, Florida
Shon Smith
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Steve Smith
Sydney, Australia
Joel Mark Solliday
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Tim Spivey
Dallas, Texas
Ken Starr
Malibu, California
Peggy Stirman
Sugar Land, Texas
Dave Stone
Louisville, Kentucky
V -c
M
±^^^.
Mark Swan
South Jordan, Utah
Ken Tackett
Spearfish, South Dakota
Greg Taylor Brandon Scott Thomas Martha Thomas Randy Thomas
Nashville, Tennessee Nashville, Tennessee Grand Junction, Colorado Gilbert, Arizona
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Program Participants
Pam Thompson
Los Angeles, California
Danny Walker
Hershey, Pennsylvania
Taylor Walling
Charlotte, North Carolina
Ross Thomson
Houston, Texas
Linda Truschke
Malibu, California
Lanny Tucker
Portland, Oregon
John Alan Turner
Atlanta, Georgia
Gailyn Van Rheenen
Dallas, Texas
o
Ellen Walker
Tirana, Albania
Andy Wall
Oak Park, California
Carrie Wall
Oak Park, California
Whitney Wall
West Los Angeles, California
Jeff Walling
Charlotte, North Carolina
Carl Washington August West Mike Westerfield Jerry Wigant
Pasadena, California West Los Angeles,California Rochester Hills, Michigan Neosho, Missouri
Jack Williamson
Thousand Oaks, California
Billy Wilson
Belfast, Ireland
John Wilson
Malibu, California
Kevin Withem
San Diego, California
Kevin Woods
Vancouver, Washington
Mark Woodward
Fort Worth, Texas
Sherrylee Woodward
Fort Worth, Texas
John O. York
Nashville, Tennessee
David Young
Overland Park, Kansas
Helen M. Young
Malibu, California
Ken Young
Franklin, Tennessee
Marca Young
Franklin, Tennesse
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Hotels and Motels
MALIBU
Villa Graziadio Executive
Center (on campus)
Pepperdine University
24255 Pacific Coast Hwy.
Malibu, CA 90263
310-506-1100
villagraziadio®
pepperdine.edu
Malibu Beach Inn
1 mile south
22878 Pacific Coast Highway
Malibu, CA 90265
(310) 456-6444
(800) 462-5428
Casa Malibu
1 mile south
22752 Pacific Coast Highway
Malibu, CA 90265
(310) 456-2219
(800) 831-0850
Malibu Country Inn
7 miles north
6506 Westward Beach Road
Malibu, CA 90265
(310) 457-9622
(800) 386-6787
SANTA MONICA
12 miles from campus
DoubleTree Guest Suites
1707 Fourth Street
Santa Monica, CA 90401
(310) 395-3332
(800) 222-8733
Four Points Sheraton
530 West Pico Boulevard
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(310) 399-9344
(800) 325-3535
The Georgian Hotel
1415 Ocean Avenue
Santa Monica, CA 90401
(800) 538-8147
Radisson Huntley Hotel
1111 Second Street
Santa Monica, CA 90403
(310) 394-5454 x7102
(800) 333-3333
CALABASAS AND
WOODLAND HILLS
9 to 13 miles from campus
Good Nite Inn
26557 Agoura Road
Calabasas, CA 91302
(818) 880-6000 xO
Country Inn & Suites
23627 Calabasas Road
Calabasas, CA 91302
(818) 222-5300
(800) 456-4000
Hilton Garden Inn
24150 Park Sorrento
Calabasas, CA 91302
(818) 591-2300
Warner Center Marriott
21850 Oxnard Street
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
(818) 887-4800
(800) 228-9290
Always ask for PEPPERDINE BIBLE LECTURES GROUP RATE
when making reservations. Rates are subject to availability. Most
rates are subject to a cut off date of April 1, 2005. The Church
Relations Office will provide a hotel/motel information and price
list upon request.
AGOURA HILLS, WESTLAKE
VILLAGE,
15 miles from campus
Renaissance, a Marriott Hotel
30100 Agoura Road
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
(818) 707-1220
(800) 228-9290
Hampton Inn & Suites
30255 Agoura Road
Agoura Hills, C A 91301
(818) 597-0333
(800) 426-7866
Westlake Village Inn
31943 Agoura Road
Westlake Village, CA 91361
(818) 889-0230
(800) 535-9978
Hyatt Westlake Plaza
880 South Westlake Boulevard
Westlake Village, CA 91361
(805) 557-1234
(800) 233-1234
Best Western
Thousand Oaks Inn
75 West Thousand Oaks Blvd
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
(800) 600-6878
A Daily Class in Smothers Theatre
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General Information
LAX Airport Shuttles
Call at least 24 hours in advance to make reservations.
PRIME TIME SHUTTLE
800-733-8267
or 800-RED-VANS
www.primetimeshuttle.com
$27.00 -1 person, 1 way.
ROAD RUNNER SHUTTLE
800-247-7919
$25.00 - 1 person, 1 way
$10.00 each additional person
(from same terminal)
$11.00 each additional person. $61.00 for 5 or more people
$70.00 for 5 or more people up to a maximum of 7 people.
up to a maximum of 7 people. Gratuity not included.
15% gratuity requested.
Lecture Central
Tyler Campus Center—Upper Level (310) 506-4270
» Obtain general information.
t Purchase meal tickets.
> Please stop by to fill out a registration card if you are not
living in on-campus housing or RVs.
HOURS:
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
1:00 p.m.-10:30 p.m.
6:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
6:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
6:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
6:30 a.m.- 9:30 a.m.
Food Services
Rockwell Dining Center (Cafeteria) (TCC 1st Floor)*
Breakfast 6:00 a.m.- 8:00 a.m. $5.50
Lunch ll:30a.m.-l:30p.m. $6.00
Dinner 4:30 p.m.- 6:00 p.m. $10.50
Firestone Fieldhouse
Morning Coffee & Donuts
Lunch $6.00 (Box Lunch Only)*
Heritage Hall*
Lunch $6.00
Tennis Pavilion*
Lunch $6.00
Dinner $10.50 (Tuesday only)
The Sandbar (TCC 2nd Floor)
Coffee, Snacks and Meals To-Go
2:00 p.m.- 11:00 p.m.
The Fountain Grill (TCC Outdoors)
Snacks, Beverages and Meals To-Go
11:30 a-m.-6:30 p.m.
The HAWC Coffee Shop
7:30 a.m. - Midnight
*The 7-meal breakfast/lunch ticket may be used at these locations
Meal Ticket Costs
Breakfast 6:00 a.m.-8:00 a.m. $5.50
Lunch ll:30a.m.-l:30p.m. $6.00
Dinner 4:30 p.m.- 6:00 p.m. $10.50
7-meal ticket $38.00 (save $2.00)
(Includes 4 breakfasts and 3 lunches at selected locations*)
Children Under 12 may buy tickets for half price, excluding dinner.
If attending a breakfast or luncheon program, please fill and take
your tray to the designated location.
Housing Information
Twin-bed $88.00 (Four nights at $22.00 per night)
Linens $22.00 (Set includes sheets, pillow case, pillow,
blanket, 2 bath towels, 2 massage towels,
1 washcloth)
NOTES:
» Bed reservations may be made for adults (21 and over) only.
Youth may sleep in sleeping bags on the floor at no charge.
I The fee remains $88.00 for those not planning to stay all
four nights, and housing priority will be given to those staying
for the entire program.
> Those unable to stay four nights should consider off-campus
options.
I We suggest you bring your own bedding: linen rentals are
available only to those traveling by plane or from out of state.
I To reserve your space on-campus, please mail a check along with
your registration form.
> Housing reservations must be received by February 18.
> No registrations will be accepted over the phone.
) Rooms will be pre-assigned and no changes can be made.
I Indicate special housing requests on your reservation form,
such as rooming close to a friend or with a particular group.
> Indicate any health concerns in the special request section.
> A confirmation of room assignment will be mailed to you by
April 13.
» WE MUST ADVISE YOU THAT, SHOULD YOU DECIDE TO
CANCEL YOUR RESERVATION FOR ANY REASON, DORM
FEES ARE NON-REFUNDABLE AND NON-TRANSFERABLE.
Check-in:
» Tuesday, May 4 2:00 - 6:00 p.m.
I You may check-in at your assigned location where you will
receive a packet of materials and your room key.
I For latecomers, check-in will resume following the evening
lecture in the lobby of Dorm 1 (Dorms only) and
Apt. A-19 (Apts. A,B,C and Towers) and the Drescher Apts.
(Drescher Campus housing).
Please do not arrive on campus to check into your dorm room before
2:00 p.m. on Tuesday, May 4.
Check-out:
> No later than 10:00 a.m. on Saturday.
» Please return your key and all linens to your dorm or tower lobby,
Apt. A19 or Drescher Campus Check-in location.
I There is a $35.00 charge for all unreturned keys.
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General Information
Parking Information
Parking will be available on Seaver Dr., Banowsky Blvd., John Tyler
Dr., in the RV lot (Rho Parking Lot), the Firestone Fieldhouse or the
Drescher Parking Garage.
Parking will be unavailable Tuesday through Friday from
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. in the main parking lot, the chapel lot, and the
Phillips Theme Tower lot.
Tuesday and Saturday, you may enter the dorm loop through the
gate at the Upsilon Parking lot for loading and unloading only;
no access is allowed at any other time in the fire lanes next to
the residence halls.
Recreational Vehicles
I Use Rho parking lot, located by the apartments.
I Opens at 10:00 a.m. Tuesday, May 3 (no early arrivals
please).
»One-time fee of $20.00 for the week.
I No hookups or dumping facilities available.
I Please indicate on your registration form that you will
bring an RV, include your check, and your temporary
parking pass will be mailed to you on April 19.
> Meal tickets will be issued when you arrive at the RV lot.
Exhibit Halls
Exhibitors from around the country will be located in the
Sandbar, Tyler Campus Center (near bookstore), the Howard
A. White Center, and the lobby of Firestone. These areas
will make available books, DVD's, new teaching techniques,
mission reports, and the latest Christian materials.
On-Campus Shuttle
Vans will be in service throughout the day and evening.
Shuttle Stops: See Campus Map on page 42.
Call Lecture Central (4270) if you have a special
transportation need.
Note: No class is repeated in this lecture program.
New material will be presented each day in every class.
Child Care Hours Pendleton Learning Center
Tuesday 4:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Children's Dinner*
6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. Free
Wednesday 8:00 a.m. - 12:15 p.m. $3.50
NO AFTERNOON CHILD CARE
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Free
Thursday 8:00 a.m. - 12:15 p.m. $3.50
NO AFTERNOON CHILD CARE
4:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Children's Dinner*
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Free
Friday 8:00 a.m.-12:15 p.m. $3.50
NO AFTERNOON CHILD CARE
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Free
* Children must eat all meals with their parents. Exception:
During the Tuesday and Thursday dinners, a children's dinner is
planned only for the children of the parents attending the banquets.
Cost is $3.75 per child.
Child Care Information
1. We limit the morning child care program to children
between the ages of six months and six years.
The evening program is open to children six months
to eleven years old.
2. Children must eat all meals with their parents. Exception:
During the Tuesday and Thursday dinners, a children's
dinner is planned only for the children of the parents
attending the banquets. Cost is $3.75 per child.
3. Register your children at the child care registration desk on
the first floor of the Pendleton Learning Center (PLC). You
must sign your children in and out each time you use our
program.
4. Play clothes should be worn at all times.
5. Label all items to be left in child care rooms including toys,
blankets and extra clothing. Take special care in labeling
baby items baby food jars, bottles, etc.
6. A nap area will be available. If he/she will be napping,
please send a familiar toy, blanket, etc. for your child.
7. If your child wears diapers, be sure to provide child care
workers with enough diapers, etc. to last until you return.
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Seaver College Campus Map
SHUTTLE STOPS
1. Firestone Fieldhouse-Express to
Jerry's Tree- after Main Lectures only
2. Firestone Fieldhouse
3. Upsilon Parking Lot
4. Seaver Apartments/RV Lot
5. Via Pacifica & Huntsinger Circle
6. Drescher Graduate Campus
7. Towers
8. School of Law
9. Jerry's Tree
10. Stauffer Chapel
11. Dormitory Road stops
Drescher Graduate Campus
CD
I
CO
<
o
o
O
LL
o
AFTER
MAIN
LECTURES
ONLY
Appleby Center
(205, 210, 244, 245)
Lecture Central
Payson Library
Pendleton LearningAhmanson Music
Building (105, 220)
Cultural Arts Center
(204, 214, 301, 302)
Child Care Registration
Elkins Auditorium
Faculty Dining Room
Firestone Fieldhouse
Fountain Grill
George Page Apartments
Hahn Fireside Room
Heritage Hall
Howard A. White
Center (Exhibits)
Keck Science Center
(110,130)
Lindhurst Theatre
MALIBU CANYON ROAD
Center
Raitt Recital Hall
Rockwell Dining Center
Recreational Vehicle
Parking
Sand Bar
(Book/Tape Sales)
Stauffer Chapel
School of Law
Smothers Theatre
Thornton Administrative
Center
Towers Dormitory
Tyler Campus Center
Tennis Pavilion
Weisman Art Museum
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The Pepperdine University Bible Lectures
Year
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
Year
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
Annual Themes Directors
The Church in the 20th Century W. B. West, Jr.
The Adequacy of the New Testament Church W. B. West, Jr.
The Church in These Times W. B. West, Jr.
Urgent Problems Facing the Postwar Church W. B. West, Jr.
The Educational Program of the Local Church W. B. West, Jr.
The Christian Home W. B. West, Jr.
The Church and Sound Doctrine W. B. West, Jr.
The Church Today W.B.West,Jr.
The Work of the Church W.B.West,Jr.
Changeless Values in a Changing World Joseph W. White
Be Ye Doers of the Word and Not Hearers Only Joseph W. White
Teaching Them to Observe All Things Joseph W. White
Fellowship in Good Works Joseph W. White
Honor to Whom Honor is Due Joseph W. White
(No Lecture Program) (No Lecture Program)
God Challenges You Joseph W. White
Stewardship Rex Johnston
Developing the Christ-Centered Life Rex Johnston
Sharing Christ With All the World Rex Johnston
The Strategy for Spiritual Freedom Rex Johnston
Christ Our Contemporary William Banowsky
Declaring God's Good News Jack Scott
New Testament Christianity: The Message for Modern Man Jack Scott
Victorious Living Today Don Gardner
Focus on Faith in Action Don Gardner
Accent on Concern: These Things Concern the Christian Don Gardner
A Search for Understanding Don Gardner
And Now Abideth Hope Don Gardner
For Such a Time as This Syd Wyatt
God's Work in Our Day Silas Shotwell
Inside/Outside: Evangelism Through Renewal Tony Ash
Simply Yes or No: Christian Integrity Tony Ash
From Death to Life: The New Man Tony Ash
Abounding in the Work of the Lord: A Study in Philippians Carl Mitchell
Heritage and Destiny: A Study of the Restoration Movement Carl Mitchell
The Faith Once For All Delivered to the Saints William Banowsky
It's Great to Be a Christian Carl Mitchell
For Such a Time as This Carl Mitchell
The Magnificence of Christ: Great Themes From Colossians Mike Armour
Light, Life and Love: The Ministry of Jesus in John Mike Armour
That We Might Live: Great Themes from the Epistle to Titus Jerry Rushford
God's Eternal Purpose: Great Themes from the Epistle to the Ephesians Jerry Rushford
Jesus Christ is the Same Yesterday, Today, and Forever (Hebrews) Jerry Rushford
God of Grace and God of Glory: Great Themes from the Book of Isaiah Jerry Rushford
Triumph of the Good News: The Book of Acts for the 21st Century Jerry Rushford
Thine is the Kingdom: Great Themes from the Gospel of Matthew Jerry Rushford
Deliverance: Great Themes from the Book of Exodus Jerry Rushford
Remember Jesus Christ: Great Themes from the Letter of II Timothy Jerry Rushford
Strangers in the World: Great Themes from the Letter of I Peter Jerry Rushford
A God So Near: Great Themes from the Book of Deuteronomy Jerry Rushford
Tell Me The Story: Great Themes from the Gospel of Mark Jerry Rushford
Crucified With Christ: The Gospel of Grace in Galatians Jerry Rushford
Eternal Truth From An Upper Room (John 13-17) Jerry Rushford
Out Of The Whirlwind: Great Themes from the Book of Job Jerry Rushford
The Imitation of Christ: Great Themes from Philippians Jerry Rushford
Another King, Another Kingdom: Great Themes from Luke Jerry Rushford
I Lift Up My Soul: Communing With God Through the Psalms Jerry Rushford
The Gravity of Grace: Great Themes from the Letter to the Romans Jerry Rushford
Shaped by the Cross: Great Themes from I Corinthians Jerry Rushford
Christ and New Creation: Great Themes from II Corinthians Jerry Rushford
Embracing the Call of God: Great Themes from Genesis Jerry Rushford
The Mystery of Godliness: Great Themes from 1 Timothy Jerry Rushford
Lifted Up: Great Themes from John 18-21 Jerry Rushford
Summer Bible Lectures
Annual Themes Directors
The Christian Family Joseph W. White
The Church at Work Thomas Campbell
Restoring New Testament Values Thomas Campbell
Meeting Our Challenges Gary Moore
Project Leadership William Banowsky
Christ For Our Contemporaries Jack Scott
The Christian Home Jack Scott
Confronting Moral Issues Jack Scott
Developing the Fruits of the Spirit Don Gardner
The City— An Open Door for the Church Don Gardner
Keynote Lecturers
C. R. Nichol
L. S. White
Hugh Tiner
P. D. Wilmeth
Jesse P. Sewell
Harvey Scott
J. E. Wainwright
A. R. Holton
M. Norvel Young
Reuel Lemmons
Burton Coffman
S. H. Hall
Marshall Keeble
E. W. McMillan
John Banister
J. Harold Thomas
A. R. Holton
Don H. Morris
Ira North
Batsell Barrett Baxter
Frank Pack
George Bailey
Carl Spain
William Banowsky
Jack Evans
Ira North
Juan Monroy
R. N. Hogan
Humphrey Foutz
Stuart Love
Prentice Meador
Carl Mitchell
William Banowsky
Reuel Lemmons
Ira North
Marvin Phillips
R.N. Hogan
Landon Saunders
Juan Monroy
Gary Beauchamp
Harold Hazelip
David Davenport
Doug Parsons
Jerry Rushford
Landon Saunders
Mike Cope
Randy Mayeux
Harold Shank
Lynn Anderson
Max Lucado
RickAtchley
Rubel Shelly
Jeff Walling
John O.York
Tim Woodroof
Jim McGuiggan
Mark Henderson
Jack Reese
Randy Harris
Rick Marrs
Mark Love
David Fleer
Keynote Lecturers
Howard White
J. P. Sanders
Glenn Wallace
Sherman Cannon
Gordon Teel
E. W. McMillan
Joe Barnett
Willard Collins
Elza Huffard
Harold Paden
Anchored in the Past,
Committed to the Future
The Pepperdine University Bible
Lectures began in January 1943 and
were modeled after similar programs
at Abilene Christian, David Lipscomb,
and Harding universities.
Throughout the years of the 1940s,
this significant annual forum grew in
popularity, but the early 1950s saw
a decline in attendance, and no
program was scheduled in 1957.
The Bible Lectures took on new
life with the arrival of M. Norvel
Young and J. P. Sanders in the fall of
that year. By 1961, the keynote lecture
program had to be moved to the
Shrine Auditorium to accommodate
the large numbers of people who
wanted to attend. In the following
years, the huge Los Angeles Sports
Arena became the scene for the
largest evening lectures.
The University added a special
program of summer Bible Lectures for
10 years beginning in 1958. However,
the programs were again declining
in attendance by the late 1960s and
the summer lectures ended in 1967.
When Pepperdine moved to
its new campus in Malibu in 1972,
there was a renewal of interest in
the Bible Lectures. Since that time,
the lectures have grown in interest and
attendance every year.
As the University moves forward
into the future, it is fully committed to
pursuing the very highest academic
standards within a context which
celebrates and extends the spiritual
and ethical ideals of the Christian
faith. The Department of Church
Relations is convinced that, many
years from now, when Pepperdine
University celebrates a century of
Bible Lectures, this annual series will
continue to be a stimulating forum
for the renewal and restoration of
New Testament Christianity.
Jerry Rushford
Lectures Director
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Index of Program Participants
Ady,Dick 7
Allen, Holly 15
Allen, Leonard 3,12,19
Allen, Tomas 5
Allison, Steve 18, 29
Anderson, Carolyn 7,17, 28
Anderson, Greg 2, 27
Anderson, Lynn 7,17, 28
Armour, Mike 13
Atchley, Rick 5,13, 25
Baird, Jim 5,13
Barrett, Bryan 6
Barton, Sara 7, 27
Baskin, Maryan 8
Bates, Bruce 17
Beam, Joe 5,13,25
Bearden, David 27, 29
Beck, Jim 12
Benton, Andy 18
Betts, Joe 17
Betts, Ruth 17
Bigelow, Marcus 19
Black, Mark 17
Blackston, Andy 9
Blowers, Paul 8,18, 28
Bost, Sheila 16,28
Boultinghouse, Philis 8
Brazle, Mike 26
Brown, Derek 26
Brown, Rick 3,12,19
Cagle, Jeannie 6
Cagle, Mike 6
Campbell, Jason 12
Campbell, Mark 12, 30
Case, Michael 16
Chesnutt, Randy 5, 7
Clark, Doris 15
Cline, Larry 15
Cope, Mike 2,5, 7,16,27,30
Cox, Reg 3,12,19
Crowe, Gayle 15, 26
Cunningham, Lauren ....15,26
Dowlen, Dave 28
Durham, Ken 2,19
Dzamesi, Joseph 7
Ekwenye, Chi 15
Farr, Frank 13
Fischetto, Anthony ....16,18,29
Fleer, David 2, 3, 8
Fleming, Andy 18,29
Flores, Frank 30
Fry, Caryl 13,26
Fry, Virgil 13,26
Gafford, Carol 13
Gafford,Joey 26
Garrett,Jeff 27
Goldman, Chris 15, 26
Gonzales, Carlos 5
Gonzales, Pablo 30
Gore, Randy 5
"GracePointe" 3, 8,10,19
Granberg, Stan.3,12,19, 25, 30
Griffy-Brown, Charla 15
Grow, Jeff 7
Hailey, Mel 15, 26
Hall, Maurice 7
"Hallal Singers" 3,10,12,19
Hamilton, Mark 6
Harris, Randy 2, 7, 8,17, 28
Harris, Scotty 3, 8,19
Hasbrouck, Stephen 5
Hawkins, Jay 27
Hawkins, Kathleen 17
Hawkins, Vincent 17
Hawley, Dale 18, 29
Heard, Rene 5
Henderson, Mark ..6,16, 25, 27
Henderson, Sharon 6
Henegar, Amy Bost 16, 28
Hicks, Jeff 16
Hicks, John Mark 7,16, 27
Hilty, Dwayne 3
Hines, Sherri 8
Hodges, Wade 4, 8
Holloway, Gary 5,13, 25
Hopkins, Caroline 16
Hopkins, Leah 16
Howard, Chrys 8
Howard, Ruby 7
Huffard, Evertt 7, 8,18
Huffard, Ileene 8
Hurd, Jacqui 18
Hurd, Jimmy 18
"Infusion" 10,19
Jarman, Leonard 30
Jocoy, Wendi 6
Johnson, Anita 26
Jones, Darron 3
Kay, Steve 26
Kelley, Craig 8
Kerns, Charles 29
King, Greg 7
Kirby, Joneal 18, 29
Kirby, Randy 18, 29
Knapp, James 27
Knight, Dan 8
Knight, Vickie 8
Knowles, Victor 18, 28
Lambert, Scott 16, 30
Lavender, Earl 5,13, 25
Le, Corinne 29
Le,Hung 29
Leaver, Walt 13, 25
Lemley, Dave 5,13, 25
Lemley, Emily Y. 5,15
Lightfoot, Neil 9,15
Little, Rich 17, 28
Love, D'Esta 8,16,18,28
Love, Mark 7,17, 28
Love, Stuart 8,16,18, 28
Lowe, Dennis 27
Lowry, Randy 7,13,16, 27
Lowry Rhonda 6,15, 26
Lynn, Dennis 27
Magnuson, Brian 17
Magnuson, John 18, 30
Magos, Julie 26
Mahmoud, Augustine 7,13
Marrs, Rick 5,13, 26
Martin, Steve 15, 26
Mashburn, Brian 5
Matson, David 8,18, 28
McCollum, Phil 30
McDonough, Bill 7, 26
McLaughlin, Don ..8,17,18, 28
McLean, Mark 8
McNicol, Allan 4
Meador, Prentice 4, 6
Melikian, Tim 16
Melirrytos, Alexander 13
Melirrytou, Danae 6
Melirrytou, Eleni 6
Mereness, Ben 7
"Metropolitan" 3,11
Micu, Rachel 15
Miller, Bonnie 8
Miller, Jim 16,29
Mitchell, Lynn 5
Monroy, Hugo 30
"Montgomery" ....11,13,18, 30
Moran, Mark 18, 29
Newton, Barry 5
Newton, Chris 6
Niccum, Curt 28
Nichols, Jennifer 5
Nichols, Joel 15,26
Niemann, Birgie 28
Noble, Jason 8,18,29
O'Flynn, Leon 18
Olbricht, Tom 4, 6,15, 27
Otoyo, Eno 28
Otoyo, LaVera 28
Owen, Kevin 13
Peng, Thomas 27, 29
Perry, Dwight 6
Peterson, Jeff 18, 28
Phillips, Dave 8
Pleasant, Klint 9
Pownall, Emily 18
"Psallo" 11,12,30
Psenko, Vladimir 26
Puckett, Cindy 5
"Quail Springs" 10, 28
Randolph, Bob 16, 27, 29
Randolph, Jan 27, 29
Reed, Jon 6,7,30
Reese, Jack....5, 7,13,16, 25, 27
Reese, Jeanene 8,18,28
Rehbein, Ed 9
Reyes, Angel 30
Reynolds, Bert 8,18, 28
Reynolds, Paige 27
Riley, Tom 12, 26
Robarts, Charme 4, 28
Robarts, Dwight 3
Robinson, Beth 16, 27
Robinson, Jarrod 16
Robinson, Tom 8,18, 28
Rodriguez, Dan 15
Rodriguez, Jeanette 15
Rush, Dusty 13
Sangster, Claudia 3
Savage, Jerry 19
Seidman, Chris 6,15, 26
Session, Irie 28
Shelburne, Gene 6
Sibley, Sandra 27
Sibley, Tom 16
Simmons, Brian ...15,19, 27, 30
Simmons, Dwayne 25
Smith, Brady 18, 29
Smith, John W. 3,12,15, 26
Smith, Kila 6
Smith, Robin 7
Smith, Shon 8,18, 28
Smith, Steve 18
Solliday, Joel Mark 9
Spivey, Tim 8,18,28
Starr, Ken 6,15, 26
Stirman, Peggy 17, 28
Stone, Dave 5,13, 25
Swan, Mark 29
Tackett,Ken 19
Taylor, Greg 7
Thomas, Brandon Scott ..12,19
Thomas, Martha 5
Thomas, Randy 12, 28
Thompson, Pam 8
Thomson, Ross 6
"True Lift" 4,10,12, 30
Truschke, Linda 6
Tucker, Lanny 3
Turner, John Alan 26
Vance, Kevin 28
Van Rheenen, Gailyn 19
"Visions" 11,19,30
"Voces" 4,10,30
Walker, Danny 18
Walker, Ellen 18
Wall, Andy 6
Wall, Carrie 6
Wall, Whitney 15
Walling, Jeff ..2, 6,12,15,18, 26
Walling, Taylor 6, 26
Washington, Carl 19
West, August 9
Westerfield, Mike 27
Wigant, Jerry 5
Wilson, Billy 7,16, 27
Wilson, Jim 27
Wilson, John 18,28
Withem, Kevin 3,16
"Won By One" 3,4,11
Woods, Kevin 3, 25
Woodward, Mark 8,13
Woodward, Sherrylee 8,13
York, John 0 6,15, 26
Young, David 2,16
Young, Helen M 26, 27
Young, Ken 3,12,19, 30
Young, Marca 3,12,19, 30
"ZOE Group"...7,12,16,19, 27
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PLEASE PRINT
Mr./Mrs./Ms.
Address
Reservation Form (For Housing, 7-Meal Tickets, and Dinners)
Phone(
City, State, Zip
HOUSING—Must be received by February 18
Number of reservations at $88/adult
Indicate nights you are staying. Priority is given to those staying four nights.
Special Housing Requests:
i
)
For Office Use Only
Congregation
\ddress
Tue Wed Thur Fri
LINENS—available for those traveling by plane or from out of state.
Number of linen sets needed at $22/set (sheets, pillow case, blanket, pillow, towels)
Names and ages of children and young people, under age 21 (must sleep in sleeping bags in room with parents — sleeping bags
provided by parents): _
CHILD CARE —Please indicate number and ages of children for child care.
RECREATIONAL VEHICLES—no hookups or dumping facilities are available.
Number of spaces needed at $20/vehicle
# RESERVATIONS
# LINEN SETS
(CONTINUED ON REVERSE SIDE)
#RV SPACES
TOTAL AMOUNT
TOTAL AMOUNT
TOTAL AMOUNT
Sub total (carry forward to next page) $
3
MEAL TICKETS — see page 40 for additional information
Adult 7-meal tickets at $38.00 each
Child 7-meal tickets at $19.00 each
DINNERS - $10.50 each. See pages 3,9,18 & 29 for programs and times.
Please purchase AWP and Opening Night Men's tickets in advance by April 28.
Associated Women for Pepperdine Dinner, Claudia Sangster, May 3
Opening Night Men's Dinner in Tennis Pavilion, Dwight Robarts May 3
Appreciation Dinner honoring Neal Lightfoot, May 4
Friends of Pepperdine Dinner, Don McLaughlin, May 5
Appreciation Dinner honoring Bob & Jan Randolph, May 6
# OF TICKETS TOTAL AMOUNT
Sub total from other side $
Grand Total $
Please write one check to cover housing, linens, RV's, & meals. Make payable to Pepperdine University.
MAIL THIS FORM AND CHECK TO THE DEPARTMENT OF CHURCH RELATIONS, PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY, MALIBU, CALIFORNIA 90263-4270.
For additional information, contact Patty Atkisson at patricia.atkisson@pepperdine.edu or Kym Dildine at kdildine@pepperdine.edu or (310) 506-4270.
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THE MISSION OF PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
Pepperdine is a Christian university
committed to the highest standards
of academic excellence and
Christian values, where students are
strengthened for lives of purpose,
service, and leadership.
Pepperdine University
Department of Church Relations
24255 Pacific Coast Highway
Malibu, California 90263-4270
Nonprofit Org.
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